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Foreword

Guides have become a requirement in the field of educat
would say "a necessary evil" as they spend afternoons and workshop hours
putting them together. Yet few teachers would deny their value in
moments of crisis:

Student to teacher: "Do we have to repeat so much?" Can
just read it in the book?"

New teacher to colleague. "Can you orient me to what
trying to do in the-department?"

Teacher to another teacher: "What is a good way to present -, II

Parent to principal: "Why is it that my son hasn't even opened
his Spanish book in class these first weeks of school?"

Superintendent to coordinatcr: "We already have installed one
lab in that school. Is it so necessary that we purchase another?"

'Public to school board: "411 our children be able:to progress
when they have transferred from another school?"

These are real questions to be answered. Through our guide we have
joined together in force to offer the best solutions we can through unit-
ed thinking. We have attempted to foresee the needs of our students, not
just for those initial weeks, but for a sequential program of learnilig,
articulated from quarter to quarter and geared to allow for individual
interest and development along .the continuum.

This guide means a great deal to the ones of us who. have worked on
it, trying to include basic objectives, helpful methods, and resources,
but in this-final form it will be as -.dead as a stone Confederate monument
if'allof us leave it on the pedestal, an historic volume to look .upon
with pride without applying its principles.

Perhaps the question we should ask ourselves is this:. "Shall we
utilize this guide for what it is worth and be ready to offer even
better ideas which we glean from experience between now and the next
revision time?" Such an approach: would benefit us-all. Indeed. we cannot
consider these guidelines as "the way to: teach Spanish". They represent
a general orientation to our task; but we-expect to improve as much as
our students through repetition, recombination and free expression!
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Foreign Language Te hing in Atlanta

A. Philosophy and Long7Rp.n.ge Goals.

Ti study of foreign language has a vital contribution to make in
the elucation of today's youth. The longrange goals of foreign lan
guage teaching in Atlanta aro as follows:

To enable the student:

1. to comprehend aurally new arrangements of familiar material when
spoken at normal tempo and with normal intonation and rhythm.

reorganize familiar vocabulary and grammatical forms and to
apply them to new situations using pronunciation and intonation
in a manner acceptable to a native speaker.

to read for direct comprehension without constant recourse to a
bilingual vocabulary list.

. to cxpress his ideas in writing_ without conscious reference to
English.

5. to apply spont-- ously the language skills he has learned to
new situations.

6. to understand the nature of language and that there are certain
relationships between English and the foreign language.

7. to appreciate the foreign culture for its own merits rather than
from the standpoint of AngloAmerican culture.

8. To recognize the universality of human experience.

9. to gam. cultural and aesthetic insights for individual growth.

10. to evaluate our country's relationships with Spanishspeaking
nations and to consider our mutual interdependence.

1. The opportunity to study a foreign language should be open' to all
students. Goals should be broad enough to allow students of dif
fering abilities and interests to move toward their potential in
this area.. With such scope available, then all students can
sincerely be encouraged to gain the profit and enjoyment from
learning another language regardless of their vocational aspira
tions; moveover, unlike the college bound student, the terminal
student may never have the chance for Such an experience again.



For21gzLanua ntin

Any student can be attracted to the foreign language c urr jeulum
*when it is understood that evaluation will focus on individual
effort toward reasonable aims rather than on some
established standard of achievement.

Every student can achieve some degree of success in foreign
language study. The fact that he has learned to understand and
speak English is a definite empirical indication. Wo teacher:_
may need to emphasize positively the progress made, reminding
students that their mother tongue was not mastered overnight!
Opportunities to use what has been learned will provide a growing
sense of accomplishment for each individual as well as motivation
to continue learning. Since "success breeds success," we shall
need to show approval and pride. in what has been learned rather
than permit students to become frustrated an defeated by all they
still have not mastered;

ow Long Should a Language Dc_ Studer:

1. Length of study seems to be the chief determiner of competency
in foreign language learning. Therefore, all students should
be encouraged to take a longer sequence in one foreign language
Instead of dividing their time between two. Those with FLES
experience should be counseled to continue the same foreign
language in secondary school to reap greater gains from the
early be- inning.

2. The high school department's first objective should be to
provide a :linimum of four sequential years of study in at least
one foreign language.

2112214ceof.En-lwIieclassroom
1. If the language objectives listed accepted as valid goals,

then it must follow that most of the instruction be-in the
foreign-language. As little English as possible will be used,
in the beginning courses, and, as a general rule, none in the
advanced courses.

2. Clarity and efficiency may at times require the use of English,
especially for test instructions, English would undoubtedly be
needed in discussions related to the nature of language learning;
these brief sessions would probably be completed in the opening
weeks of Level I and could be arranged for the end of periods
so as not to break into the "cultural island" being establishd
in the class. Although the presentation of cultural information
in the foreign language is preferable, when possible, a r realistic
decision must be made in this regard.



For4gn Iran ua e Teachina in t1 tlan ta (cont _ued)

E. The Place of Grammar in

The objectives listed previously call for the ability to comm_ i-
cate in the language rather than the acquisition of knowledge about
the language. Grammatical generalizations are thought of as a means
to an end rather than a3 being important in and of themselves. Ac-
cordingly, a pupil's progress in the language must be evaluated in
accordance with his ability to understand, speak, read, and write
it rather than by his ability to talk about its structure in English.
A'rule of thumb would be this
nee. do not assume that everything



Articulation

Our foreign language professional bulletins constantly stress the
importance of sequential study, recommending strongly a full fouryear
program in the secondary school, extension downward into seventh and
eighth grades as soon as feasible, and initiation of FTES to take advan
tage of the young childTs flexible speech organs and adeptness at minicry.
Then on top of this follows the admonition that the total language program
must be well articulated! Most of our journals stop there to leave us
teachers with the problems of development and coordination.

We have made significant progress in the Atlanta City System in the
area of lengthenihg the foreiga language sequence. ,Various high schools
already have afouryear program with Seme fifth and sixthyear study
available to students who began learning language in lower grades. It
is hoped that such offerings can be increased to provide Atlanta children
with the greatest advantages possible. While this growth continues, how
ever, all teachers need to tackle the very practical issues of articulation
in order to assure the benefits that long sequence programming can provide.

The blanket statement 'STake the student from where he isu may sound
like an oversimplification of the articulation problem; nevertheless,
that procedure is precisely what each teacher must attempt to follow. The
same circumstance applies even to firstyear pupils. Regardless of what
grade the beginning point 'may be, no group of students is homogeous as to
abilities, interests, or motivation! The teacher, then, cannot outline
a single course of study to which students will fit; the tailoring must
be in the other direction: the course needs to be fashioned to fit the
students.

How is such possible with very heterogeneous!vibuping? The program
is even more complicated by the long sequence which brings together young
people in varying stages of linguistic development. Perhaps the major
saving grace is for.the teacher to recognize before he imitates his
efforts that he will obviously have no more equalized group at the end of
the quarter than at'the start. In fact, if he has succeeded in reaching
a common plateau, then indeed he has failed because to do so, he would
definitely have pressed some children beyond their limit or would have
slowed progress for others! Again, we need to remind ourselves that
these conditions hold true in firstyear classes as well as third or
fourth year.

4



'ticu continued)

The necessary ur dcrtaki.n is Uc individualize the learning process
as much as. possible. What does that procedure involve It: moans finding
different approaches to certain aspects of lessons and allowing added time
to try. these with some students while others move into broader usage Of
what they learnecLfastert It mealui letting those who have caught on to
some facets of the lesson help classmates in groups while you assist others
in solving their difficulties or advancing their endeavors. It means
evaluating on uasic objectives and at the same time alloWing those who ar-e,
ready to do so to ,extend themselves into levels of work which some students
will not even attempt during-the quarter. It means providing many open
ended experiences, where performance is possible for all, but, not
expecting all to reach the same depth.

Impossible? Not at all! Class practice promptly shows who can do
what and when. We teachers are quick to we need thereafter- to
take a few horizontal steps before Nye ask for another move in the vertical
direction. 'Learning a language is not a straightline operation anyway.
The time to use what has been learned is more significant than-cramming
in the next tense, structure, or vocabulary, regardless of ability to
absorb more.

Such a system provides articulation: this is articulation of the
program for the student. As he moves to the next level, his teacher can
help by passing along notations of what he can presently accomplish in
language usage and what he has attempted instead of a single grade average.
Intra -departmental discussion can be advantageous in orienting for another
year's study. The student himself should be aware of his progress in
accomplishing objectives and encouraged to assist the, next teacher in
quickly adapting to his needs. Why not? Whose business is it if it is, not
his own! This individual responsibility for learning is exactly, what we

_ want_ to_develop
_ .



Indpendent study

Independent study programs lasting a quarto .or more may be arranged
for a student who finds himself. unable to schedule one of the regular
courses. Although it would be preferable if at all possible to have the
student participating with others in the normal sequence, rather than
cause him to have a gap in his language study when he would, like to continue,the teacher and student -might arrange a special program that would allow
maintenance of language contact plus use of skills in a profitable way.

Interest, aptitudes, and achievement level of the student as well asthe particular situation existing in the school need to be considered
carefully by teacher and student to arrive at a plan for independent
study. Agreement upeii objectives for the quarter will be essential; theseaims should be stated precisely in writing, more or less like a contract,
so that the student will know what is expected, how progress checks will
b.e made, and what form final evaluation of his endeavors will take.

Attention in the plannin should be given especially to activi
that would provide opportunities to maintain and to improve .listening
and speaking skills. The student should not be closeted in some nook
with bookS, paper; and pencil. Although portions of his tune may
necessarily require 'individual effort in this he should have
built into-the course occasions for interaction with other young people
and with the teacher.

Several proposal9_ for independent study which offer potential in
all language skills are listed here for consideration. These may arouse
interest or stimulate development of even more ideas on the part of both
teacher and student for a valuable independent study program:

1. peer tutoring for students less advanced classes in the

Serving as group leader and teachers aide for more individualized
activities in-a less advanced class.

Assisting a FLES teacher and learning to direct parts of the lessons*
Providing seventhgrade students in a school when there is no EYES
program with an introduction to foreign language learning activities.

*For help in arranging activities, call the foreign language coordinator
or the foreign language utilization teacher at WETV. ,



Independent Study

Preparing tapes visual aides, game adaptations, and other instructionalmaterials, then trying them out with less advanced language students.

Devising a series of.short culture capsules and map studies and pr-
ing them at regular intervals to a less advanced class;

Such "questfl type activities could serve to motivate a student to
develop his language abilities as he feels responsibility to othein the communicative skills. The multidirectional endeavors may indeed
provide a sense of personal satisfaction beyond the completed plan of=study itself.

ent .



rousing for udin rent,

Teachers are humourously accused of being the most talkative cr-_J-ureson 'earth. 7-nough-truth- in that statement prevails to cause us some ooncorn.We know that teacher talk is not conidered the best procedure for learnlnc;
therefore, it behooves Is to check the'amount of -time we ourselves consune
in discussion while Studeqkremain silent. We can note the interaction
readily enough by spot reeordN a class- session,fromtime to time. We
shall certairLy hear much repetition and question-answer response: our
methodology is geared to t, se. But. ill we find opportunities when stu-
dentsspeak without-the direct stimuli from-their teacher These won 't
happen, at least not in Spanish, unless we arrange class activities to
provide time and flexibility.

Even lacking the ideal, individualized study packets or work
teachers can schedule 10 to 15 minute slots several times per week to
permit students to-work,in groups of two, three,. four or more on small
tasks,* The change of pace and the focus on student-centered activitiesprove to be tremendous motivation factors in themselves, in addition toother values of the assignments. The latter can'entail great variety
within the range -of horizontal learning, chances to apply what has been
studied in `original recombinations or 'chances to strengthen skills.
Perhaps the finest rationale of all for group work isthat:the lockstepis broken; not everyone does the same activity at/once. Then students
,have something different to share with colleagues, though all were
together in the same class.

Skits'oome to mind as a splendid group project. Writing scripts,
planning props or staging, and review of language with appropriate
gestures. These are all valid supports for playlets; student interactionis tremendous. Although at times it may be fun to have everybody liertici
pating in skits, we teachers may often find it more appealing to have
different types of activities running-simultaneously, some for later class,
presentation, some for individual improvement.

* For most activities the teacher will need to designate the groups
according to the type of assignment. In some cases only one or two
groups would be working apart'while the teacher would continue to
practice with the remainder of the class. Although bright students
may need more opportunities to perform individualized tasks, all .

should be provided numerous occasions for the different kinds of
activities; weaker students should not constantly be doing remedial
chores since they perhaps need the motivation of variety beyond the
others. As often as possible, these slower students should be mixed
in groups containing one or more keen individuals who then can serve
peer helpers. The teacher would vary groupings for each activity.
This would produce greater student interaction in general and avoid
establishment of cliques.



Grouoin ent-Centered con

While one group is ;preparing a skit,. others might be involved
activities like these:

1

1. Designing and preparing materials for a bulletin board on
a cultural aspect] complete with Spanish captions (Levels

IV) preparing a bulletin board on the net dialog
(I)

Preparing a short narrative in Spanish utilizing past
dictionary -page items to read, to the class for-compre-
hension and Vocabulary review, This could be read
completely first and then reread-with blanks for members
of the class to supply the key words. (II)

Reviewing verb forms orally in short sentences when cued
by changing subjects. One who excels in this, or an
A-contract`student, might Serve as leader. This peer
teaching might-be-used as,preparatory for a test or for
a quick drill presentation for the class. Other structural
items might be substituted as needed. (I, II)

4 Drawing up a dialog in English on a topic of class interest
which is not covered in the book, having the teacher supply
the Spanish, and then learning the parts for class presenta-
tion with props. (End of I) This would be a welcomed
opportunity for pupils who think the book's dialogs are not
relevant enough for their taste.

6

Preparing a resume of a selection and answering Oral
questions on it so that the whole class will not need to
read that partioular_selection. A practice of any new
Words should also be,giVen. (II)

Making out a practice test for use by the class on recently
studied material,

Writing a recombination narrative for comprehension review
or reading by the class. (I, II)

8, Revi g a reading selection by rewritin its key elements
in dialog form for class presentation.

Learning dialog lines (I). A lead student can assist by
peer teaching of others who need extra practice.

9



Grouping for Student- ,entered Work con'i.

10. Practicing with a tape under the guidance
a lead student. (I,II

11. Transforming a dialog into a narrative. (I ,I

Preparing a group discussion reading selectlon so a(
the class will net/need to read i nut ask7lng general
uostions to the class afterward review of key p ci_ s.

1 Peroonalizing conversation with the teacher on a theme recently
studied. This session may provide one of the
best occasions for free comMenting in more than a single state-
ment- especially.if.questions remain open-minded.

14. Listening to a taped, story on talk and practic._g making notes
in Spanish. (II, III, IV) This can be followed by group dis-
cussion or summary through use of ndtes.

each_

1. Viewing a filmbtrip with coordinated tape. (II, IV)

16. Taking a practice comprehension test from a tape.
Other types of practice tests could be substituted as needed;
the material might be presented on a handout instead of on.tape.

Listening to taped music typical of some region. A brief
commentary on the composer or selections might be provided
also on taco or on a handout. IV)

18; Looking at a series of one ar-t.ist's pictures and hearing
a taped commentary.

10

Viewing a short filmstrip (possibly from the series La Familia
Fernandez) and preparing a suitable dialog. This could then
be presented to the class. (I,II,- I,IV, depending on selection'-
potential difficulty)

Preparing a culture capsule ith visual aids which can be offered
to the class. (II,III,IV)

Making visual representations

Drawing a city plan, with a plaza in the middle, to be used in
teaching directions and working out a sample set- of directions
to initiate the class practice. (I, II)

accompany Spanish proverbs for



g1:211-Pln .

for S tudent- Centered Work

23. Reading aloud the roles from a short play. (III, )

Working Up a group discussion on some custom or traditional vance
for class presenta'cion. Comparisons and contrasts with OUT way of
life might also be identified. II,III,IV)

Preparing and taping a negscast based on current events in the Hispanic
world. (III, IV) This could be played in ,,.ariou_ classes or heard by
groups.

Investigating the political leadership in the Spanish-speaking world
through current news magazines to provide a brief oral report. (III,
IV)

Preparinga series of commercials with, pictures:of products (IT,III,,
IV) to be announced individually during coming lessons- as the teacher
changes from one activity to another. This can provide great humor
for the whole dais.

28. Drawing up a set of items for the class to use in a game; for
example, baseball, twent( clUestions, What's My Line? or Who am I?

III, IV)

29. Formulating a scene, given a collection of objects-Which suggest a
theme. (I,II,ITT,IV ) This can be related to the class with the
visual-cues or dramatized in dialog form.

Playing Spanish Scrabble, Bingo or dominoes. (I,II,III,IV)

(For a musically talented group) Rehearsing and taping a medley
of songs with accompaniment for class enjoyment.,

32. (For students interested in dancing- -two orthree couples). Learning
the basic steps to .a. popular Latin American dance and rehearsing them
with a record in .,rder to demonstrate the steps for the class.

Preparing "sales pitches" to "sell" certain items to the class,
describing the articles, their uses, their values to the "purchases",
and their cost.

'Obviously, such a list could .be infinite in the hands of an imagina-
tive teacher. Each of these items also has the potential of great variety
in actual subject matter and approach by students; few would turn out to
be alike even if all groups did them. This very fact of difference adds
spice to the activity1-4llowing for individual pride in sharing something,
of sell with the 9up'dnd or class.

11



obler nediri in_t e Second -year Class

After the lively, active, varied first-year foreign language-course,
why does second year often become the drop-out trap? One of the major
reasons may be over emphasis on reading. Teachers see the mass of material
available and seem to feel inpelled to plow through all of it. No crime
would be committed if some of the seleeions happened to. be omitted! After
all, reading is supposed to recoil. only approximately 30% of-the time
with 305 used for oral work, 30% listening comprehension, and 10% for
writing.

1

Adherence to this time arrangement in itself can reduce the danger
of too much sameness of class activity. In the past some teachers have
dedicated whole periods to reading (exercises,) excusing this by considering

y71

questions and answers as elements of hearing and speaking too. No matter
how interesting the reading selections,,this same format can y evoke
boredom. Variety ,of treatment must be utilized or some of the reading
will simply have to be skipped in favor of other activities.

Foremost to be remembered-is the fact that reading at this level
should not be content oriented, but should be comprehension skill
oriented. The. information may be both interesting and appealinge however
but for the student- to remember the details is insignificant compared
with his developing the skill of reading for general understanding.

Following up each reading selection with questions can be deadly.
31-13r not offer variations?

1. The teacher might call out a question and have the students
read silently to find the answer. Then the student who finds
the answer asks the next-question.

.Groups might.read different selections and offer short summaries
orally for the class.

(From an assigned narrative) A group might devise dialog for
class presentation.

Groups might read different selections. Two teams might be
named with a representative from each group. The teacher could
ask a series of simple questions, skipping from selection to
selection. A team member who read the particular selection
would answer; if he failed to do so within the-time limit, one
in the audience who read that selection could respond, giving
a half-point credit to the team of his choice.

Pairs of groups might read a selection, one group getting
down its own questions to ask the other, which would attempt
to anticipate possible questions and prepare for=them. Roles
could then be reversed with a second selection.



dRea-li arPartcu bl-m: in the Second-Year Class (continued)

6. The teacher or a student could call out key words from a
selection read by the clasS, haVing individuals make
comments about the words as related to the piece," thereby
`together giving a short oral review of the major points.

7. Two groups might read separate selections while the teacher
and class deal with another activity or reading selection.
Then each group would present its material to the class in
the following way;

I. each member would give sentence summary of
his segment,

2. the class would skim that portion,

3. the group member would repeat his paraphrase,

4. a class member could then add a comment if he felt
something important was omitted,

5. and then the other portions would be handled similarly
one by one.

Perhaps more valuable would be the use of some of the. reading
ideas or themeS out of their context to inspire related but'
more personalized oral work or written work. This,horizontal
technique might also. include comprehension practices prepared
by the teacher or preferably by certain pupils. Such 2-to-3
minute talks.wouldallow for varying opinions or parallel
experiences,all more. appealing because f the.acquainiance,
with the live speaker.

Reading,. yes! But to develop comprehension skills and as
a source for variety, not for content as an end in itself. .

13



for 0 lass Activiti

Encourage students to bring in reaLia. Be sure to display t heir
goodies al 1 comment favorably on them during -their class period!

Assign minimal, but precise; homework lessons to lower-level classes
Do not ask students to do work that can better be handled in class.
Do follow up in class the next day with activity,based on any assign-
ment. Do have extra short practices diffoed and available on various-
problem areas for those who request them or for you suggest their,
benefit. This procedure provides for more individualized help. (If
you main ain'a copy with answers,- students can then check their own
work.)

Schedule groups to prepare bulletin boards on advanced units -so that
-students can participate. in keeping their room attractive and varied,
a foreign language "cultural island.11

Maintain a section of a bulletin board for newspaper clippings, recipes,
cartoons, etc. related to the foreign language world,

,

Prepare with students spCdial displays and observances for Foreign
Language Week and /or Pan American Day to draw attention of the whole
student body to the language program.

6. Hold periodical SpaniSh club meetings to develop student leadership
and cooperation through preparation of informal, colorful programs
to appeal to all. If possible, separate, students into a Spanish I
club and an advanced-level club so that the latter can have most of
its activities in the language also you can invite members of each
group to present a highlight from their meeting at the other's=
.session from-time:to time.

Arrange field trips for classes or club members, to dine at a
-Spanish restaurant, to attend a cultural event,,to visit -4 locale
about which they can converse in the language, etc.

Set up a tape exchange with a foreign language class in another'
city to stimulate interest in shared activities and student
performance.

14



Sug estions for Outo lass,Activit continue__

Establish pen pals for interested students who can
class posted on their correspondence.

_ keep the

-1 Have students work on special projects of their own choosing
(perhaps from a basic list of suggestions you provide plus their
additions) which could be presented to the class at intervals
during the year



Euport Building

Every year teachers have some 1.asses that seem to work to
-better than others.

"Third period just makes my day, one t.:11 say, or another, "sixth
period is such a let-down after my wonderful fifthperiod group."

What accounts for this variation? Since-the coacher is the same
and the subject matter is similar, our answer seems to be the students;
they make diiTerenee. Each student tends to play his own role in
building class rapport. This harmonious relationship in learning is more

-. than basic discipline and control; in fact, unless we consider those two
terms in the ,light of students' scifdiscipline and self control, they
hardly fit the concept of rapport.

Can teachers really do anything ster rapport, or is it some-,
thing elusive which may or may not grow? An analysis of that wonderful
third or fifth-period class may give clues. Probably present are eon-
ditipns like this:

Each student fedls recognized and appreciated -by the others.
.

The teacher may have arranged the class in a horseshoe seating
design or a semicircle so that everyonexan see and hear others
with case.

Students arc equa free to askquest-ions, supply answers,- or
express individual opinions. The'tcacher,has.tUrnedito each for -

comment at regular intervals, thereby showing sincere interest
in everyone's phrticipationr not just in his own role as'lealder.

Answers-vary at times with individuals so that each feels that
he is really adding something tq the class.- The teacher asks
openendcd questions whenever possible to strengthen this aspect.

Humor and originality are rewarded with laughter'and'commendation.
The teacher 'supplieS his own share of both, approval -which elicits
more.

5. Mistakes are not deflating, but are considered. trouble spots for
added class attention. The teacher permits the whole class to
participate in reviewint error eorreetibn, thereby relieving the
individual making the mistake from feeling that he alone does not
knoW. This face - saving technique reduces embarrassment ank.allows
concentration to focus on learning.'

in



Rapport Bu din (continued

Students understand why they are doing certain practices or
activities and what benefits they are aiming to gain. The
teacher identifies.the objectives, helping the students in
the selfevaluation process. He provides additional time,
materials, and aid to encourage the students to reach these
objectives for themSelVes.

A spirit of helpful fellowship exists. The teacher arranges time
within the periodfor pairs. or groups to work together, to help
each other, and to enjoy shared efforts. by removing himself

teacher allows the students tofrom the dominant `position, th

bear part of the responsibility for=suceessful endeavors.

8. The room features different displays,- representing the material
being studied and the contributions by students, giving the Class
a feeling of belonging. The teacher has various groups prepare
bulletin board; mobiles, and table arrangements, knowing that
their efforts make this their classroom.

9 Students volunteer, showing their'interest and willingness to
become involved. The teachtr knows his students as individuals
and plans situations to produce their reactions as individuals.

A feeling of anticipation hangs in .the air.. The teacher always
has at least one'llpinkll activity in mind, something to add sparkle.
and color to the class session=through a 'slightly different
approach to learning;, a kind of Ilhappeningll to recall pleasantly
after school.

Such efforts can indeed Create class rapport. Just as a smile is
catching, the teacher's awareness, of others and their need for identity
can spread too. These foreign language names bec'ome alive as interaction
leads to acceptance of one another, then providing greater degire for
communication..



Use of Electronic t lassrs ils

Tow events appeal to a teacher more -than that of having all tu-dents actively .inwlved in learning. This condition does not exist.
consistently within a class period since some minds turn off or simplywander :as responses from certain classmates are awaited. Lab time,however, is a different proposition. Everybody gets:into the act!Each student can listen and respond every minute of the session.

.Choral practice in Class. is Valuable since the teacher- can employbackward buildLup to aid in developing full-sentence repetition, canpause to concentrate on difficult;sounds can slow the pace to 2.chJcve
accuracy before insisting finally on normal speed. This time also isused to insure comprehension of.rseaning. However,afer-this initialwork isdone, the lab is the place for-real learning, for gaining pro-per intonation and pronunciation.'

Extended additional choral' work maylead to overconfidence and flubbiness as voices blend, but the lab
demands articulate practice, heard in individual's own cars.

Al__ obvious is the fact that the native speaker on that tape canemainconstantly a good model while even the best teacher will tire,losing some of his sparkle, under the continuing enduranee,test of
repetition. The cue is then to shorten the teacher.drill and-Cut onthe tape.' Segments cansimply'be replayed as needed.

Teachers :m .times seem to resent the loss of a. minute crtwo for
students to get to their headsets. This is about as ridiculous as
deciding to walk five miles to work, leaving a five-thousand-dollar
car in the-garage because opening the garage door-is a lot of trouble.
That expensive- electronic equipment will suffer frdm disuse comparable
to the car.-- The investment of schbol money for technological aid mustbe used for the benefit of the children! What teachers think of as
disruption of claSs routine with changes in desk-arrangements may even
be wholesome physical movement for young people who have already sat
too long in classes!

Use of lab facilities should be planned everyday for 0 to 20 min-
nutes.for first and second-year Classes. Advanced -level students willneed fewer lab sessions since their pronunciation will require only
occasional remedial work. They sitould, however:, be provided use of the
lab from time. to time as a refresher in intonation' patterns: They alsocan benefit from comprehenSion checks done by var,eus native-speaking
voices; they need the experience of hearing many speakers, not just
their teacher and classmates.

Atlanta schools are fc rtunate in having electronic faciliti
available to every foreign -language class for at least a part of each



Use of ElectionieClassrooms (continued)

period. Use of the equipment will be more extensive ,if teachers set

up an automatic half-period shift schedule rather thal. make 1,cek-to-
week arrangements. Here is a simple time plan, for example:

Period 2 (10:30-11:20)

10:30 - 10:55 Class A in lab; Class B in classroom.
10:54 Class B pupil gives lab to cher signal.
10:55 Two classes exchange with students walking silently

to the right to avoid confusion in the hail and
entries.

10 56 - 11:20 Class B Class A i n classroom.

Since having the classroom session before lab is preferable, the

two teachers should.rotate their half-period use of'the lab' at the
middle of the quarter. The teacher wilth.the inbjirst must prepare
the day before the lab work; he may need tra-usothe opening minutes

co refresh- the students' memory too-- Half 'the period will not be
used for lab work anyway. More than about 20 minutes may even be

detrimental because insufficient time would remain for other -phases
of the.lesson and students would become weary since lab work is so
intensive. No play or lackadaisical-attitude can be tolerated during
the lab session.. The importance of the period must be impressed upon
the participants.

What is most essential is that the recorded material be an inte-
gral part of the lesson. Preferably, it should be an actual acdompa-
niment of the textbook. With extra channels on-the console, the-
teacher can provide the type of practice needed to individuals rather
than force all' to respond to the same tape. Playing the 'same lesson
to an entire class is failing to take advantage of the equipment's

potential for individUalizing instruction. Selection is made easier
for_the teacher by-the short cassette segments and-tapes divided into
smaller units. Generally, students should not follow textbooks or
other printed materials in the lab. When they do, they tend to depend
on their.eyes rather than their ears. If the recordings are not well
arranged, however, sometimes referring to the text will be required.

EXtra.preparation in Class with-difficult parts can remedy this situa-
tion-

The teacher must monitor student responses to evaluate, to
courage, to make corrections, and to diagnoSe common errors for further
emphasis in the classroom. If the mistake made is minor, interruption
may not be necessary since the student may correct himself.as the drill
continues; besides, the student would miss a portion of the exercise
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Use of Electronic Classrooms (continued)

while being corrected. The student ought to be co'rrec cid-immediately
if continuation would establfsh a bad form.

fi

Pvaluating in the -lab everyday should be expected Students work
more conscientiously when they realize that their effort are sigbifi-
cant. Although one respons-- is indecisive, the large nuttmbor considered,
throughout the quarter can give an accurate appraisal of ora3 pdrfor-
manCe. This composite evaluation should be equated, with big tests
bet is it represents a most important area of the work. The` major
strength of the lab facility is that -it':allows all students to'spoik
simultaneously many more times than would be possible in the regular
classroom. Although the teacher can mark only one Person at a tint =,
as he becomes more adept in the lab, he will'find that he can hear and
evaluate more responses in the lab than he could possibly manage in
the classroom. Grades, by the way:, should. be considered from the
usatisfactoryu,lovel Lip or clOwn, not from perfect and down.

seating chart is necessary. This avoids confusion on entering
the electronic olassroom. Students can then go promptly to _their
places and begin without delay. The tealAer should have his material
marked and ready to put,on.the -console so that work can begin immedi-
ately.. EffiCiency on the teacher's part is conducive to proper pro-
cedure.

The seating chart, if divided into blocks per pupil, can double
for grading as well. The scale (something like_thisl 0-superior,
1-geod, 2-satisfactory, 3-po6r, 4-unsatisfactory or no response)
should be visible for rapid reference.- If the teacher is-neat, he
can probably use one chart for a month or more. The basic outline can'
be mirmA-graphed for all foreign language tcachers;-caeh can fill,ir
names, etc. per-clasS assignment. Class sheets ean be stapled together'
in the left-hand corner, folded left to right for convenience) and
taken to the lab with the teacher's manual or text. They mast not be
lost! aisturbances, or discipline problems are lessened by planned
arrangement- of seating. Placing girls between boys or quiet pupils
between rambunctiA)us ones is sa good idea. The arrangement need not be__
varied unless the teacher feels that moving a 'student is Vvi.able;
such case, a simple reassignment should be made after class without'
fanfare. Since lab work'is not designed for interaction of the stu-
dents, they should not choose their seats in the lab.

Actual to
sion tests ma;

erly,'.students

oral tests are

20

ting in the lab is limited. Multiple-choice comprehen
be the best- procedure. If test items are syadcd prop
can write short answers- or fill in blanks.- Totally
impossible witbout recorders. At times, ho ever, the



Use of Electronic Classrooms col inued)

teacher may want to utilize lab time for short individual conversation
tests. He can then assign a lead student to the console to Monitor
and assist (but not to grade!), -thus perntitting the teacher to chat
with individuals. With his questions already preparedin a list, the
teacher can elicit an adequate number of responses from a student
within a minute or two during several successive days he can arrange
to do his oral testing of the whole class.

Needless to say, all lab work should be done in the foreignslan
guage. Materials taped. by native speakers are more suitable, but
special exercises to meet particular needs can be very advantageous
even though recorded by a nonnative. The main Point to remember is
that the lab serves best to perfect through drill the items already
presented in the classroom. Completely new elements should not be
offered in the lab. Students should know exactly what is expected
of ?hem in advance so that they will proceed to practice with confi
dence and to benefit fully from the time spent.

Not to be: forgotten either are the definite advantages of the
lab for the teacher. He can rest his voice and listen to evaluate
thoughtfully his students' oral process!

.
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Evaluation of Student perfPerformance

"If only we didn't have to give grades!" is the frustrated cry of
many teachers. We know that some students will show up-badly when compared
with others in the class; then they will lose their sense ofpride in what
they have learned, beginning the downward journey to defeat. Our colleagues
in educational psychology blUntly tell us the grades are our most vicious
act.

We attempt to improve in what our schools still consider a necessary
evil by being sure that we "test what we teach," that we avoid. "throwing
students curves" on tests. Even so, we recognize that sonic pupils cannot
absorb or implement what has been presented at the same rate as.others;
given more time and practice, less pressure, they can achieve satisfactory
results.

How can we remedy this condition? Here are a few tho-
sideration:

con

Test less; evaluate more! We can discover weaknesses and strengths
if we provide ample oral practice in class. Since oral work is much'
faster than the written form, we can give far more extensive experi
ence with problem points before we attempt to grade performance.

2. Many short written checkups on specific items can help students
identify for themselves what points they need to concentrate on
more. Then testing for credit on these can be administered when
both teacher and student feel ready; no rule prevents a teacher
from allowing students to take minor tests at different times,
and the grade book shows quickly which quizzes are still out
standing. More flexibility' in scheduling tests can provide some
students with the extra time to learn; they can feel more respond
sibility for the study because they have some'ohoice in the matter.
This procedure fits beautifully with the idea of performance
objectives, our master outline which lets students know precisely
what it is they are to learn.

22

Why should we not revamp our testing system if we believe that it
has been defeating to some in the past? On the upper end of the

-pyramid, is there any reason why we can't allow better students
who can manage anything we dish out to contract for their "A's"
by submitting to more complex testing?



1.

Evaluation Student Performance (continued)

Again our educational pSychologists remind us that challenge and
competition (which should be competition against one's own potent
not others) is rewarding only to those who think they can succeed
with it. Then we can let them make that choice for themselves

through contracting for the more difficult assignments and.tests.

Our tests at best rnedt only about .4 validity, according to ex
perts in tests and measurements. We simply do not have the time
or the experience. to become very precise in this area; more time

is needed for teaching and we are not willing to use it excessively
for preparing scientific tests. Then knowing these things, we should
not overrate our testing program! For us tests should be mainly a way
of diagnosing where we need_to_strengthen our teaching.

Our aim is to keep students moving forward. If our tests only shake
students' confidence, making them believe that they have learned

very little, then we would be better off not to give them at all.

Everyone,feels.that he could help a student learn more of a foreign
language if the student returned for another year of it, Perhaps

that fact should be foremost in our thinking so that we do not test
people right out of the program.

Some Do's and Don'ts in Testin

Do let students know what types of items will be included on the test.

Do give practice with samples in advance so that tudents can, evaluate
their own readiness.

2. Do present instructions in English unless you are absolutely sure that

everyone will understand; donTt permit students to become up tip
for fear of doing the wrong thing.

Do provide many short item tests on different particular skills during

the quarter, keeping the skills in proportion to your emphasiS for
the level.

4. Don't give numerous fullperiod tests, but when you do, measure all

four skills and include something on culture too, whenever appropriate.

Do be sure such a test is a worthy, positive experience, meriting the

valuable time it consumes.'

Don't say lines like these: "Pay attention now! This is important
because we are going to have it on the test." "All right, if you

don't want to pay attention, we'll just have a test on this."

Don't use tests to threaten. Dependence on tests and grades as

motivation lessens the value of learning.per se.
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Some Do's and Don't: in Testing ontinuod)

Do begin tests with the simplest items and gradually proceed
the more difficult ones.

Do test what has been taught, including simple recall ofements
as well as rearrangemc tits of prelearned material.

Do avoid tonguetwisters Id absurdities, but do deal with problem
sounds and structures.

in setting up multiplechoice s
, do include at least one dis-

tractor, two plausible but incorrect items, and only one, unam
biguous right answer.

Do present, when appropriate, a couple or so of examples of open
ended questions to allow for at least some individuality.

11. Do help students to feel a .sense of personal responsibility for
their own work.

And do smile and look relaxed! Don't transfer tension by appearing
so dead seriousa.bout your test! This won't be your last chance to
provide a test or theirs to take one.

Su T ns on How to Use a Fiim,

1. Good film utilization requires prior activities

Difficult words and expressions are thoroughly drilled in advance
preferably with the help of visual aids such as slides, overhead
transparencies, pictures or filmstrips. (In some oases the }film
producer makes a tape available for this purpose including not
only the sound track but supportive drill material;) Essential
structures should be drilled for rapid and easy student recogni
tion; this will tend to minimize student discouragement as' the
class views the film and listens to the sound track.



1.

SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO USE A FILM ( continued)

The content of the film can be -dealt with in advance by drawing the
stud. is attention to the main points of interest. This may be done
by presenting the highlights of the film through a series of appropriate
questions and answers. .Sonefilme can be used several times by draw-
ing attention of different areas of content during each showing. Also,
by alerting the students in advance to certain aspects of the foreign
culture you can be assured that they will see things that they other-
wise would have missed. (For example, in a luncheon scene you may
point out that the fork is held in the left hand, fact which other-
wise might not have been noticed.)

Techniques for presenting the film are:

Make certain that maximum room darkening is achieved.

Have as large.a screen as possible available.b

c. Obtain the hest possible quality of loud speakers. Best results can
be achieved by havihg large, high quality loud speakers located in
front near the screen. Also, in many language laboratories it is
possible to jack the sound track in through the can sole so that the
students ray hear through their headsets while turning down the
volume of the student microphone. This provides maximum quality of
sound while minimizing the machine noise.) Ideally all motion pic-
tuxes would be projected through a glass partition so that the noise
of the- projector would be reduced to a minimum.

d. Short films can be shown twice in succession to enable the students
to verify the impressions gained during the first showing.

Activities which may follow the showing of a foreign language films are:

The teacher may administer a short quiz using true-false, matching,
or multiple choice questions.

b. The film may be run with switch on silent and the students may be
asked to Lake brief, notes in the foreign language describing some
of the main impressions which the film conveys.

c. The film may be run with the switch on silent and students may-be
asked to provide a narration which they-record on tape. (Naturally
this requires a laboratory with student recorders in all_ positions.)

d. The students. may be asked to write a short composition in respon
to .a series of questions which the teacher asks orally.

e. With,films.on the foreign cultUre and way of life, students may be
asked to list behaviors which contrast sharply with those with which
they are familiar in the American culture.

The students may be asked-to write a brief summarization Of the
storyline or content of the film.



SUGGESTIONS ON HOW TO USE A FILM continued )

NOTE: The type of follow-up which is int nded ho!, Id

explained to the student before work with the film
should be strongly emphasized that, the fir

. is an inte i part.
his instruction and not "a day off at the Li011ieb." The 024,m(-!r
should have decided very specifically what the film is suppool to
accomplish and should communicate this fact to the students.
.arily a film should have one or two main purposes. According
nature of the film the focus may be any one or the following:
study the customs of the people, (2) to stimulate appreciation or
people whose language is being studied, (4) to consider the effecl.
of geography on the social and economic conditions_ of the people,
(5) to provide listening practice, (6) to build new vocabulary or
to reinforce prelearned vocabulary_ items, (7) to present new strlieL-
ures or to reinforce prelearned structures, and (8) to stimulate
other activities rormiring active use of the language such as speak-
ing or writing exr.ci.

Ordinarily .i,u teacher shotild not try to combine all of these
objectives in one film. It would be much better to select a few of
the activities which are most appropriate for a given film. Most
important, the student should know in advance which objectives the
teacher has decided to focus on.

Filma with English sound track can be used as follows:

The film can be viewed first with the English commentary.

The teacher can then show the film silently supplying a foreign
language commentary.

In advanced courses students can be supplied with basic vocabulary
and can create their own commentaries which, in some cases, can be
taped and played back in coordination with the film showing.

sic considerations for using all films are:

All films should be previewed in advance by a teacher to determine
suitability and manner-of utilization. (A teacher in the area of
business education once ordered a film on filing for her girls in
an office practice class only to find that the film was intended for
industrial arts and showed the techniques of using different files
fora metal and wood.)

Fil ms which reinforce ethnocentric' prejudices should be avoided.

(Note: Many films are available. from both the city and .the state
audio-visual departments. Consult catalogues. Additionally, a list
of films is included in the appendix.)
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Much has been said and written about accountability in recent eduea-
nal programs. The pro's and con's of its implementation will continue

to be debated all the way from the national convention platforms to -the
local teachers' lounges. Even through the maze of verbiage, we foreign
language teachers ,can sift pertinent philosophy to apply to our own
endeavors.

1. First, we recognize that our prime responsibility- is to our
students. Although foreign language is our field, the subject
matter itself has to be secondary _to the individual's develop-
ment via this medium.

Certainly we intend to fee that every student has a more positive
attitude toward foreign language after studying it than he had
before the opportunity to attend Our classes!

"Evory kid a winner" can be the case when we .emphasize individual
progress instead of Applying normal curve tactics or insisting on
unrealistic goals.

Perhaps we in our- foreign language frathe of-reference can find
accountability more tenable than can some other curriculum areas
since we can identify rather precisely the skills we are attempting
to develop. We can, through our performance objeCtives; which are
a kind of criterion base for evaluation, determine specific results-.
in the learning. process..

We can diagnose weakness and "recycle" the material; our methodo-
logy calls for regular reentry.

With our electronic classroom equipment, we -can arrange for ex-
tensive individualized practice. The-lab lesSonscan be geared to
individual needs, allowing remedial _work for some, horizontal
learning for some, and even new or advanced work for those_ who
demonstrate readiness.

Liy.assigni different activities to small groups, we can avoid
too much teacher talk and permit more student action. Such work
we have intended to do anyway_ to meet our reinforcement and recom
bination needs. At the same time we can see that- these assignments
fit demands for individualization plus building in opportunities
for peer teaching.

.



Accountability and Foreign. Language Teaching ued )

When the accountability experts speak of the fact that all test ng
does not have to be with pencil and paper, we emit a resounding
"amen" because we are accustomed to evaluating oral responses. This,
however, is a reminder to us not to overrate written work, but to-see
that our grades reflect our audiolingual emphasis parallel to our
classwork and to our guide's flow chart on skill development ratio
per level.

9. We may feel qualms at saying "If the student does nt learn,

teacher fails the course," but we do utilize a variety_ of techniques
to accomplish our task of facilitating the learning. We even employ
specific techniques to avoid a student's embarrassment, to supply
many correct answers giving him additional-means for catching on!

10. Relevance is one of our strong points. Our dialogs deal with current
topics suitable to the maturity and :interests of our pupils. Readings
include variety. Perhaps we need to allow more students' selection
to assure their involvement and to provide more personalization even
if that forces us to skip some stories, nevertheless, much material..

is available to .us to permit a high degree of relevance.

We can even provide those educational "happenings" .whichtr.Leon

Lessinger. the father of accountability, includes to insure aesthetic
growtfi beyond all audited objectives. Our inviting native speake
to visit class gives youngster the language for real, complete with
cultural mores and gestures. Field trips to Spanish restaurants or to
programs by artists add color and dimension. yet we consider these
only basic essentials in our efforts.toward cultural awareness.

This enumeration-- shows that we foreign-language,teachers can afford

to stick our necks out and to hold ourselves accountable. We have
the chief ingredients for success. Our program is already'developcd
consistently; we just. need to-focus our attention more on what is
resulting from the students' standpoint. In the final analysis,. we
agree that it's their performance that counts!
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e ials .ou ce_ and F en 7for each nish classroom and department

Essential for each classroom
A, Basic text.__

B. Teacher reference: ALM Levels I, II (Teacher's edition
Harcourt, Brace, and World

C. Tapes and Prepared. tests
1. Tapes to accompany each book

(Available from A. V. Dept., Instructional Se
2. Tests to accompany texts.

D. Appropriate reading materiels for students
E. Maps:

1. Spain
2. Mexico, Central America
3. South America

F. Equipment, ,

1. Tape recorder
(30 position electronic classroom highly recommended)

G. Supplementary materials
1. Appropriate visual aids, such as flashcards Entender y Hablar;

display photographs Hablar y Leer; set of 18 filmstrips with
tapes - El Mundo Hispanic° ( Hablar y Leer); name cards; records
Escuchar y Cantar
Spanish-English dictionary

II. Essential for each department
A. Reference books for teacher

1. ALM III, IV, Teacher's edition
EBB' - La Familia Fernandez, teacher's editions
Holt FLEE materials

4 Other useful references, sucn as a synthesis of Spanish G ammar
(See Appendix)

5. MLA Selective list of materials'
P Spanish dictionaries
C. Recprd player, film and filmstrip projects

III. high_ recommended for classroom
A. Language Lab or Electronic Classroom
B. .Teacher's Editions:

1. McGraw-Hill, Learning Spanish the MpdernWay
2. Encyclopedia Britannica - La Familia Fernandez

IV. LIIELIILITf2mmended forLitpartment
A. Japes to supplementary texts
B. Additional reference books for teachers
C. MLA proficiency `tests



General suggested Methods for use of Ent Hablar,

1. Assign Spanish names to students

2. Make use of games, songs, maps, etc.

Use a minimal amount of English. (Teacher using English only when
necessary

4. During review at beginning of period, converse asually about simple
topics that have been learned.

Use as many audiovisual materials as possible.

6. Walk around room while checking.pronunciatic and when teaching
new sounds.

7. Keep class moving at a fast. pace.

8. Keep student's desk clear of books,: etc.,

9. Limit lab work to 20 minutes during any one class period.

10. ;Refer to the teacher's manual of the Holt series for`'a templet
listing of suggestions in methodology.

.11. Do extensive practice of basic dialog sentences, questionansw
practices, and pattern.drills. (The number of conversations to be
studied is left :to the discretion of the teacher.)

12. Make supplementary teaching aids.

13 introduce dialog sentences, pattern practices, and questionanswer'
drills with. closed books during the entire year

14. Practice previously learned materials in the lab.

15.. Emphasize the importance of:the structure as conveying meaning
w.Ahout consciously analyzing these structures.

16. SuppleMent throu gh personal experiencreading, radio, newspapers
T.V. Emphasize Spanish as a culture as well as a language.



-neral S ions for Use of En las Americas

I. Suggested method_, for use of various sections

a. .Dictionary

1. Review this section with the various manual exercises
from time to time during the unit since these words are
to become part of the students' active vocabulary.

2. Refer to the dictionary when the new vocabulary word is
found.in a selection.

. Have students use the words in "original" sentences for
added oral practice and review.

b. Text photographs

1. Ask short questions about the photojraph as a readin
before reading. This sets the stage.

2. At times give a narrative paraphrase of the conversation,
based on the photo. These preliminary cues can facilitate
comprehension.

After the reading and questions, let students leek again at
the photo and offer,statements about it in relation to what
they have read. These need not form a total summation.

Conversations

Assign individuals or

of the conversation.

Work with the conversa

transition from Book I

small groups. Read aloud the o

ion fully ce it is a close

Have only short phrase answers given by slower students
followed by full-sentence answers by others or by yourself.
Repetition of full answers in chorus may at times_ help. to
emphasize certain vocabulary or structure items.

At times, follow up the practice with several questions
including incorrect data so that students will have to
correct and answer. (Example: c Dcinde esti tomando el to
la familia L6pez? No es la familia Upez; es la familia Soler..
No esta tomando el td; esta-tomando el cafe La familia Soler
estd tomando el cafeen la sala.) This type of simple variation
adds humor and also allows answers of more than one sentence.

Play the tape before and/or after the conversation.
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Cneral Suggestions fo

A. Scenes and Reports

n las AmSricas con ued)

1. Do as much of the reading as possible in class, not,for-
homework. Reading in pairs or-small groups may allow
students to help each other over difficulties.

Have questions On each section answered orally befo
continuing. Do not expect students to remember content;
let them find the answers in the text.

At times vary by letting groups do different selections.
. (See section on reading in this guide.)

Do not feel obligated to complete all of the readings or
too many in sequence. Variety in class activities must be
provided.

5. Use the tape for comprehension review.

Conversation Theme and Grammatical Exercis

1. Intersperse these activities with reading to vary the pace.

2. Allow students to give answers beyond those suggested in
Tema de ConversaciOn, making them as personalized as possible.
Let students handle both questions and answers.

Do the Ejercicios Gramatica1es like pattern practices-from
Level I. Practice the model thoroughly in chorus so that
then the changes can be made without the book. When necessary,
use the book first and then close it for practice. Use the lab
for extended practice.

Allow students to use the reference pages if problems or
questions arise; they can read quickly and silently this
part. Then provide additional exercises.

5. Provide supplementary exercises in oral and /or written form
as needed from ALM I and II, Hablar y Leer, and Oral Drills
In Spanish.

Special Themes

1. Do not skip.this section! Especially valuable is the part
relating to a personal experience.

Occasionaliy, have students write one of the ideas, but
follow up by having volunteers, or at least five or six
even if called on, read their themes to the class.
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Feral Su estions for Use of En la AmdriCas (continued

Other suggested activities

a., Speaking

:10 Include student-oriented activities

a. Let a student direct a pattern practice
i.

b. Let a student assign roles for reading of conversation
and make corrections in pronunciation.

c. Letstudents ask the questions from the book and call
on classmates.

Begin a story and let students add sentences; forming a
chain story-.

Distribute pictures cut from magazines; allow students
to think briefly; then have theM hold up their picture
and say two or. three Sentences about it. At other times
the same picutres can be mixed and distributed again. Also
students might each bring in a picture for use.

Use films and filmstrips for discussion. See the section
in this guide on use of these.

Have students recast reading selections, or paragraphs
which you supply, in different tenses,

Tell a brief incident, letting, students change the conclusion.

7. Ask Tor personal experiences or those recalled from other
readings. ,

Writing

1. Dictate words, as in a spelling quiz.

2. Hand out a paragraph with certain words underlined. Have
students supply synonyms from a list.

Have students match words with definition or select from
multiple-choice listing, the words which fit definitions.

4. Give dictation practices drawn from reading selections.

Use these items from A. for writing instead of speaking:
3, 5, 6 7.

Miscellaneous

1. Use applicable suggestions offered for Level I.

2. Encourage students to prepare art work, bring realia, and
arrange displays related to cultural aspects of reading

selections.
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Spanish Department

Course Number 371410

Description of Course:

Beginning Spani

A beginning course in conversational Spanish to acquire basic
,skills of understanding and speaking Spanish within a limited vocabulary.
A very minimud.of recognizing and reproducing written forms is included.
The language skills are developed through structures and vocabulary
related to the folldwing topics: salutations, names, and descriptions
of family and friends.

A&mi at ve Rec uiremen

1) A maximum:of 30 students 25 recommended
2) An electronic, classroom with 30 positions, highly recommended

. 3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4 Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and .film -strip project

and other audio - visual aids
6) Suffijient number of textbooks'; practice records recommended
7.) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher
8) Daly classes

Course recommended for any student who 'expresses an interest in beginning
the study of SpanIsh

A



Beginning Spanish A

Ob'etives of Course

The student is able:

1) to discriminate sounds o
audially

to reproduce sounds
equately

to imita
patterns

e

anish

of Spanish ad=

native Spanish intonation

to manipulate orally Spanish language
patterns related to topics studied

a. to make requiredichanges in
structures in pattern practices

b. to respond appropriately to
questions

c. to ask directed questions

5) to recognize visually selected
sentences mastered orally

9)

40

to read aloud a few selected sen
tences Mastered-orally

to locate on a map Spain, South
America, Central America, and Mexi-
co

to recognize that social customs
and courtesies are different in
various countries

to recognize that, though some struc-
ture are parallel, languages cannot
be equated' ward for word

to identify appropriate ways
learning a:second language

Suggested Content

Phonology, Morphology, Sty to x,:

Vocabulary, and. Culture

From Basic Text
"Entender y Hablar"

Units 1-2 (1968 ed.):- and
preliminary units

and other resource ials



Beginning Spanish A

uo-bested Resources ials iv

List of Resources - see Appendix

Suggested Methods and .Activities

Why students should 'study a foreign language.
a. Arrange a bulletin board representing various occupations in

which a foreign language may be useful.

Include pamphlets in'areading display.
Relate current events to language.
Invite visitors

Point out Spanish words closely related to rodeo, Nt.vada,
plaza, Florida,

Have students write papers on "Why I Am Stud-ing a Foreign Language"
g. Show slides and audio tapes on "Why Study -Fo -a `gn Languages."

(See appendix)
2, purpose of audio-lingual methodology

a. Discuss how younger brothers and sisters learn English
b. Send letter to parents explaining the Procedure of fore gn

language learning (see index).

Point out difficulties a Spaniard might have learning English.

Explain purpose of memorizing dialogs, doing pattern practices,
listening, etc.

e. Explain what will be expected of studetn, type of "homework" and
study habits. .

f. Give examples.in English- to illustrate language learning principles.

For example,' to illustrate the importance of learning sound-s before

graphic symbols, you might-use the words receive, .believe, mean,
speed, she, which have,identicAl sounds but whose different spellings
might lead -to mispronunciation..

Initiate pre-reading with a phase books should not be 7-issued until the
third unit. A very important phase is for students to realize that
they can learn audio - lingually.
See sample lesson planS.

SerVe as a model for student imitation. Taped version and student
take-home discs are introduced to re-enforce teacherls model and
-to aid in developing listening skills.

Use world map to point out places where the Spanish language is
spoken.

7. Explain the concept of "tu and ousted " ".

8. Continually review previously learned materials.
9. Insist on use of simple claSsroom phrases.

10. As a writing exercise, haye-studentscopy materials previously
learned orally: home assignment with correct spelling, accent marks
and punctuation.

b.

C.
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Beginning Spanish A

Suggested Content

Preliminary Unit:

I. Classroom expre sions
2. Pronunciation of vowels and

other sounds in context
3. Llamarse, ser, estar (present)
4. Subject verb agreement
5. Gender: articles, demonstratives

este- ese
6. Use of tu'and usted

Unit le
I. Adjective agreement and position
2. Ser, conocer (present)
3. Direct object pronouns
4. Personal a
5. cardinal numbers - 100

Unit II:

I. Tener.(pretent)
2. Subject pronouns
3. Interrogative adjectives.
4. Short possesives mi,tu,su)

singular and plural
5. Reinforcement: verbs, subject

verb agreement
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Beginning Spanish A

Su gestions for Evaluation

To discriminate the sourids_ofSpsnish audially
A. Given pairs of Spanish wards, on a tape (some, identical, Some telng-

minimal pairs) the student can indicate whether- the words are the same
or different with 90% accuracy.

Example:
1) coma coma
2), pasado pasada
3) puede pueda

Same
X

Di erent

Vowe

o - a

amigo amiga
aust gusta
chicos chicas
buenos Buenas

Consonants:
b p

'boca poca
vela pelo
vida pida

S, Given
which

Example.:

e - a e o

llame llama cine sino,
aye olla libre libro

nueve nueva espere espero
este esta quede quedo

e

helado hilado
pelar. Filar

belo vino

d

todos toros
cada cars
mida mira

a. -

Paquito piquito
pasar pisar
casa casi
barata birata

. t d

toma doma
tanto dando
tia dia

pairs Of Spanish and English words orally, students
h 80% accuracyis the Spanish word wi

1) cirro mira
2) ra rah
3) me may
4) rey ray,

') tea ti

Further Examples:
English
sorrow
dough
low
lay
say
borrow
race
trace
too
tall
ten
tuna

1

X

*_panish

sarro
do
lo

le

se
barro
res

tres
ti

tal
ten
tuna

u

pude pide
mura mira
lugur ligur

- U

made muda
poro puro
bola hula

can iden
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Beginning Spanish A

Examples, continued
I

FnElish Spanish
photo , 'foto
hoe . lo
hurrah lurar
meal mil

Given 5 pairs of Spanish words (some identical, some minimal
pairs) students can identify which word has the double r with
'100% accuracy

Examples: 1 2
1) pero perro
2) coro corm
3) mirra mire X
4) era errs

5) parry para X

Further Examples
T torear rr torrear

barato, barrato
Caro carro
cero cerro.
ahora ahorra
si era sierra

2. Tci reproduce the sounds of Spanish adequately.
A. Given for imitation 3 Spanish sentences orally, the student can

reproduce the critical phonemes with 80% accuracy.

,EXamples
1) juun tiene cata o.

Tu conoces a Vicente.

3) d _s usted el senor Rodriguez?

To imitate native Spanish intonation patterns.
A. Given 3 taped Spanish sentences (containing, known lexical items

rearranged in a new order) the student can imitate with 100% ac7
curacy the main syllable and sentence stress.

Example:
.

1) crow se llama esa Truchacha?

Este es mi amigo Mani

Tienes he nos?



Beginning Spanish A

4. To maniplilate orally Spanish language patterns.
A. Given 10 oral sentences with the verbs estar tener,_ser; llamarse

(singular 173) in the present tense, the student can make appropriate
changes in sentences in which the subject varies with 80% accuracy.

Example:
1) Ali stn ria a Ram y Carlota.

Roberto (All' esta Rober
2) Teresa es amiga de Elena, d verdad?

Ti U

3) Ella se llama MarA.
Ye

Nosotros tena os _e_ primos en esta ciudad.
.Las serioritas

Given 10 oral sentences with demonstrative adjectives, the studentis
able to make the appropriate change when given a new substantive.
(80% accuracy)

Example:
1) Este es ml amigo Manuel.

-Maria

2)2 Quidh es esa muchacha?
senor?

Given 10 sentences containing masculine and feminine adjectives, sin-
gular and-plural, the student is -able to change the adjectives appropri-
ately-when given dnew substantive. (90% accuracy).

Example:,

1) RamOn es simpatico.
/

Luisa (Luisa es simpatica.)
Vicente y Luis (Vicente y Luis son simarticos.

Es una chica muy lista.
chido (Es un chico may listo.)

D. Given 5 questions'based.on learned materials, student will be able
give correct responses with 90% accuracy.

Example:,
1) L Como to llama

Me llamo

4)

6Cuantos arios tiene Juan?
Juan tiene gios.

6 Como estifs?
.Esppy biers.
Como es Elena?
Elena es

Given the direction to ask questions, students can ask questions

without- grammatical error. 60% accuracy)

Example:

1) Juan; preguntame comae stoy.
e Como esta usted, senora? 45



Beginning Spanish A

Example:
/

2) preguntale a Maria cuantos affos tiene?
.!Cllantos'affaa tienes, Maria?

3) PreOntale a ese muchacho c6mo se llama.
Como to Ilamaaf

4) F:ree:ntale a Luisa si ella conoce a Miguel.
/ Conoce,, aMiguel?

) Prevntale a Juin cual es su apellido..
d CuAl es to apellido?.

3. To recognize visually selected sentences mastered orally.
Given 5 pairs of similiar sentences the student is able to
identify the one which represents the Spanish sentence he hears
spoken (80 accuracy).

a. Es la hermana de Alicia
b. Es el hermana de Alicia.

a. -Es una chica graciosa:
-b. Es un chico gracioso.

a. Mira, allf:vienen las dos.
b. Mira, aqu vienenlOs dos.

/
a. Felipe y Julian son amigos de Elena.

Felisa y.Juana son amigas de Elena.

To read aloud a few selected sentences.,
Given 4. Spanish sentences, the student can read the critical

--

graphemes with 80% accuracy.

Buenos Zas, Juan
2.- Won ,es Amiga de Elena,e. verdad?

.3. Oye, Como se llama ese muchacho?
4. Ahora Teresa tiene. Catarro.

To locate on a map Spain, South America, Central America and Mexico.
Given a map of the World-, student can locate these areas where
Spanish is spoken.

To recognize that social customs and courtesies are different in dif-
ferent countries.

A student can list three ways in which Spanish behaviour may differ
from behavior in the U. S. A.
Note: Answers may differ greatly according to the student's
experiences, outside readings in English, etc.

Examples
1. Stores in some Spanish-speaking ,Countries or cities close at

noon-,and the people go home for 'lunch and perhaps a"nap.
2. There are very gay religious fiestas in many Spanish-speaking

countries.
3. Spanish use a different way of speaking to a person depending on



Beginning Spanish A

Examples continued

hisage,position, or relationship to the individual.

To recognize that languages cannot be equated word for word,
A. Given 5 sentences in colloquial English, the student can .state tte

meaning in different words.

1. I'm in a real spot!
(I'm having trouble.)

2, You're pulling my leg.
(You 're teasing me.)

3. Dig me, kid?
(Do you understand me?)

Suggestion to teacher: Have student write at least 5 such expressions
own and exchange in class.

10. To identify appropriate ways to learn a second language.
Given 5 multiple choice questions, student can correctly identify the
most useful -ways of learning another language.

1. The- main p pose of a pattern practice is: /
a. To repeat lots of.new vocabulary words.
b. To practice an important language structure so that You can use

it automatically.
c. To give the student a rest.
The natural order of learning language skills isl
a. Listening, speaking, writing, and reading
b. Listening, reading, speaking, and writing
c. Listening, speaking, reading, and writin_:;
Which of the following is the best rule to follow inlearning a
foreign lanugage?
a. We learn to do.bydoing.
b. We learn to do, by reading about it.
c. We learn'to do by thinking about it.

4. In order to speak Spanish well:
a. One must read a book in Spanish.
b. Memorize a written list of vocabulary words.
d Practice imitating and speaking Spanish
In the beginning a student needs 'to practice the sounds o1 Spanish
before looking at the Spanish word because:
a. He would probably pronounce the word like an English word
b. The Spanish alphabet has more letters ,

He might not be able to pronounce the ,word at al4.
6. In learning English a Spaniard needs the mostlwactice with:

a.: The sounds and structure of English which are similar td Spanish
b.. The sounds and structures of English which are differ from

Spanish
c. All the sounds and structures of English with equal emphasis



Spanish Department

Course Number 371420 beginning Spanish B

Description of Course:

A continuing study of-Spanish with emphasis on understanding
and speakihg and minimum of reading and guided writing.. The language
skills are developed through structures and vocabulary related to the
following topics: addresses, telling time, social activities.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended,
2) An 'electronic classroom with 30 positions highly recomMended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps. of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and film-strip projector,

and other audio-visual' aids
6) Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended
7) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher
8) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who= has successfully completed Bagirrtrin
Spanish A

or

any student who demonstrates ability to perform adequately the objectives
stated in Beginning Spanish A
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nningSpan±sh B

Ob'ectiveS of Course

The student is able:

1) to discriminate and reproduce
sounds of Spanish accurately

2) to imitate native Spanish intone-
tion patterns

to manipulate orally Spanish language
patterns studied

a. to make required changes in
structure in pattern practices

1% to respond appropriately to
questions

ci to ask directed questions

to recognize visually sentences
mastered orally

'to.read aloud sentences mastered
orally

-6) to reproduce in written form
sentences learned orally

7.) to manipulate structures in written
exercises

9)

to respond accuractely in written
fOrM td.selected questions based on
'dialogues

to demonstrate comprehension of
short -oral or. written connected
prose of learned material

to identify evidence OT the preSence
of the Spanish language and influence
in his world

50

Suggested Content

Phonology, Mprpholo Syntax
Vocabulary, and Culture

From Basic Text
Entender y Hablar

- -

Units 3- S .(1968 ed.)
and- other resource materia]s.



Inling o nish 5

Ll_gad_f.2!orces_L_Eaterials, Media, Methods Activities

Llst= of Resources-see Appendix

Suggested !.!ethods and Activities:

1) Memorize BDS for oral presentation.
2) Always review previously learned materials.
3) 'Topict,- for Reports" should not be given as a written assignment

until they have been done orally.
Mak_ a clock with movable hands.

a Spandsh Restaurant.
Continue to use only Spanish in the classroom.



Beginning Spanish B

Unit III:

I. Reinforcement; subject -verb agreement, berbs to date
2. Subject pronouns-

Vivir (present)
Del

Cardinal numbers

Unit IV:

1. Forms for time
2. Tomarl ilegar, Querer, salir comer (present)
3. Pronouns:-indirect, object of preposition
4. Interrogative words: due quiefiL, donde, cranto, crando, come
5. Reinforcement: subject- prononn4 subject-verb agreement

Unit V:

1. Negatives: No- rarica, ni, nada
2. Gus -tar, faltar with indirect object pronouns (present)
3. Familiar commands: toma, alb mira, haya
4. Direct object pronouns
5. Long form possessives; el mlo, la mc.a

Unit VI:

1. Ir a and Infinitive (present)
2. Tocar, ugar
3. Object of prepositidn indirect object
4. Gustar (conditional)
5. Days of week
6. Tener sL12,e, infinitive, Tener anes (present)
7. Negative
8. Agreement
9. Article usage

Unit VII:

1. Pensar (present)
2. Reinforcement of verbs for VI
3. Faltar with indirect object (present)
4. Present progessive
5. Re-tiew -cif past items

Unit VIII:

1. Date, months, ,seasons
2. Faltar...parp....(present)
3. Tener Eata de toner que (present)
4. Birthday, mayor menor
5. Reinforcement: sir, ir, (present)
6. weather expressions

52
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Beginning Spanish

Suggestions for Evaluation

Have student discriminate minimal pairs (taped-oral): English-Spanish
contrasts; Spanish-Spanish contrasts.

B.. Have student imitate Spanish sentences of re- combined lexical items,
learned.

(Note: If 2,recorders are available, a simple test, having the student
record his name first and then his responses, can be administered
without much difficulty. Limit to 3 sentences containing the
most important phonemes - for faster grading.)

2. Have student imitate sentences with the important intonation patterns.
May be administered as in IS above.

Test manipulation of structure "live" and /or by recording student responses
to pattern practices, questions and answers 'directed question responses.

Give students a copy of sentences similar in written form, the student listens
to a tape and chases the sentence .that corresponds to what he hears.

Have student read sentences containing recombined structures and vocabulary
learned; select items (1) that cause most interference from English and
(2) the more difficult sounds of Spanish. (May be recorded as in 113 or
"live"J

6. Have students copy dialogue sentences sometimes changing a specified
item (ex: change the names of persons; change the objects to different
objects; change the people from references to boys to references to girls
etc.) Give dictations of sentences practiced in written forf4.

Give students "fill in the blank" exercises to make changes in important
structural items.

Have students write answers to questions already mastered orally, previously
read and written.

9. Ask questions on content (to be answered orally and/or peas in written fo_i_.)

10. Have students contribute to class discussions information or convents con-
cerning Spanish-speaking people in the news or encountered in Atlanta (stores,
street,, etc.); list cities and states with Spanish names; note Spanish in-
fluence in movies or cultural events.

t.



Spanish Department

Course Number 37J430

Description of Cou7se:

Beginning Spanish C

A continuing study of Spanish to increase comprehension and
conversation skills, with some reading and limited writing and guided
-paragraphs. Language skills developed through structures and vocabulary
related to the following topics: excursions, shopping, illnesses and
accidents.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
-2 An electronic classroom with 30 positions highly recommended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and film -strip projector

and other audio-visual aids
6) Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended
7) Appl:-opriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher
S) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed Beginning
Spanish B

or

any student who demonstrates ability to perform adequately the objectives
stated in Beginning Spanish B
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Beginning Spanish C

Objectives of Course

The student is able:

1) to discriminate and imitate all the
sounds of Spanish'with some degree

control

to approximate native Spanish into-
-nation patterns in lonier sentences
and paragraphs

3) to manipulate orally Spanish lan-
guaae patterns learned

a. to make required changes in
structure in pattern practices

b. to respond appropriately to
questions

c. to ask directed questio_.,
d. to recombine learned structures

and vocabulary in conversation

4 to recognize visually sentences
mastered orally

to read aloud jentences maste-d
orally

6) to reproduce 'n written form sen-
tencet learned orally

) to manipulate structures in written
'exercises

to respond-accurately in written
form to.selected questions based
on dialogues

9) to write short structured paragraphs'
based on specific questions

10 to demonstrate comprehension of some-
what longer selections

11) to identify different structures which
have equivalent meaning.

12) to list 3 incidences which show the
presence bf Spanish-speaking people=
and Spanish-relateC events within
his experience

56

Suggested Content

Phonology, Morphology, Syntax,
Vocabulary; and Culture

Fro Basic Text:

Entender

Units 9-- 12 (196 ed.)

and other resource materials.



Beginning Spanish C

Suggested Resources Materials Media Methods Activities

List of Resources-see Appendix

Suggested Methods and Activities

1)- Continue emphasis on oral work.
2) Encourage students to use the language in and out of class.
3) Don't elaborate on differences between the preterite and imperfect

tenses. Students should grasp the difference through use.
1.1.) Students can present skits based on material learned. (Teacher

must give questions to serve as a guide) .

Suggested Content

Unit IX:

1 Tr, pasar (preterite)
2. Reflexive: acordarse de (present)
3. Introduction to other preterite verbs
4. Reinforcement: del, other prepositions

Unit X:

1. Ordinal numbers
2. ha a= and infinitive
3. Poder & infinitive, tener a= & infinitive (present)
4. Formal command: Siga
5. Ver, ser, comprar (preterite)
6. Personal a
7. Adjectives
8. Reflexive pronouns

'Unit XI:

1. Tener expressions (present)
2. Telling time in past
3. Llegar (preterite),-desear (present)
4. Imperveet: aeordarstsaber, estar

Unit XII:

1. Reflexive,indirect object prOnOuns
2. Preterite:' caerme, romEerme, tener
3. Parts of body

4. Sentirse, doler (present)
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Beginning Spanish C

Suggestions for Evaluation

Objectives 1 - 8: refer to suggestions in Beginning Spanish A,&

Objective D Have students plan and present to the class a short (6 sen
each) dialogue.

58

pees

9C Give students questions which require answers recombining learned
and written structures and vecabulary: the answers should form a
short paragraph.

10. Ask questions on content only when students can refer to the source.

11. Given 2 lists of expressions, different in structure but equi
alent in meaning, the student is able to match the expression

Examples:
1) Me llama Juana nombre es Juana. Soy Juana. \I I 12);., Qud'tal? - daimo estde? 4 Como to Como t1e va?
3) Faltan 20 minutos pare las 7 Son las 7 menos 20. Son las 7 y 40.
4),Meifalta el cuchillo. No tengo cuchillo.
5)ACual es la fecha? 2 A cu'ntos estamos? d Quedi'a es?



Spanish Department

Course Number 372410
intermediate. Spanish

Description of Course:

A continuing study of Spanish to develop facility in understandingand using in conversation basic language structures. The skill of readingis further developed through longer and more involved conversations. WritingAs developed through guided paragraphs.

Adminis_ ative Requirements.

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
2) An electronic classroom with 30 positions highly recommended3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America) MeXico
5) Access to a record player, film and film - strip projector,

and other audio-visual aids
6) Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended7) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for-the teacherS) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who has successfully
completed BeginningSpanish C

or

any student who demonstrates ability to perform adequately the'obje tivesstated in gfginning_Spanish C
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Intermediate Spanish A

Objectives of Course

The student is able:

1) to manipulate orally Spanish lan-
guage patterns studied

a. to make required changes in

structure in pattern practices
b, to respond appropriately to

questions
c, to ask directed questions

to recombine with more fre-
quency and ease learned
structures and vocabulary in
conversation

e. to respolid consistently in S
ish

to recognize visually sentences
mastered orally
to read aloud sentences mastered
orally

to reproduce in written form sen-
tences learned orally

to manipulate structures in written
exercises

to respond accurately in written form
to questions based on dialogues

to show skill in writing short struc-
tured paragraphs

8) to read and comprehend narrative selec-
tions

to write with some skill answers to
questions based on reading selections

to to ate Mexico City on a map of

as well as places previously learned

60

Suggested Content

Phonology, Morphology, Syntax,
Vocabulary, and Culture

From Basic Text

Ent"c18.blar

Unit 13 - 16 (1968 ed.)

and other resource materials



Intermediate Spanish A

Suggested Content

Unit XIII:

1. Present perfect tense
2. Reinforcement: saber (present), gustar indirect objects, object

of prepositions, adjective agreement, imperfect and preterite

forms in questions

Introduction of narrative paraphrases

Unit XIV:

1. Future: ir, jugar, salir, ver, llevar, encarAarse

2. Reinforcement: present progressive, direct and indirec

telling time, imperfect and preterite forms.

Unit XV:

Acabar b)resent)

2. Haber (imperfect)

3. Ir (present subjunctive)

4. Longer dialogs, paraphrase

5. Tense variety in questions,

6. Review of past pattern drills

Unit XVI:

objec

I. Review of past pat ern'drills
2. Imperative forms

3. Gustar and indirect objects

4. Reading selected conversations from Supplementary Conversations.
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Intermediate Spanish A

Suggested Resources Materials hods Activities

Resources - See General list--f Resources

Suggested Methods and Activities

1) Continued emphasis is placed on deVelopingthe audio-lingual skills
with an increase in developing the reading and writing skills.
(Preparation for transitioryto Level 2).

2) Telephones can be. secured for a more life-like presentation of
dialogs.

Use Spanish consistently in the classroom (Us-ful classroom expres-
sion can be found in the teacher's manual).

a. imitate what you hear - Imita lo que oiga.
b. YOu-must not look at the text now. No debes ntirar el -to ahora.
c. Now look at the mimeographed sheet. Ahora ve (consulte

la hoja mimeografiada.

You must memorize the entire'dialog. Debes aprender de
memoria el dilogeentero.
Put on your headphones. Porte los auriculares.
Put them away (headphones)

Guardalos.

Bring the microphone closer to you,
Acerca ma's el micro'fono hacia usted.

Suggestions for Evaluation

Objectives 1-9 refer to suggestions for Beginning Spanish A °& B

. Objective 1D. Have student plan and present longer conversations on varied
topics

Give students outline map) have them locate Mexico City and
other places previously learned.
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Course Number 372420

Description of Course:

Spanish Department

Intermediate Spanish Mexico

A continuing study of Spanish, with beginning emphasis on the
skills of reading and writing. Increasing facility in understanding and
speaking is developed through continued practice. Reading selections and
discussions'. are centered around the country and people of Mexico.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 30,,,sfudent - 25 recommended
) An electronic.- classroom with 30 positions highly recoMmended
). A tape ree,order-in'the classroom

4) Maps of,SPain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access.to a record player, film and film -stripp--jector

and other audio-visual aids
WSufficient number of textbooks; practice records .recommended
7) Appropriate recorded tapes al visual aids for the teacher
8) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who-has successfully completed Intermediate
Spanish A

or

any student who can demonstrate ability to perform adequately the objectives
stated in Intermediate S anish A.



Intermediate Spanish B: Mexico

Wectives of Course

udent is able:

manipulate orally cumulative
structures and vocabulary as
needed for communicating in ap
propriate situations

to formulate and present with
reasonable fluency short oral
reports

to read orally in a manner to
convey the thought to listeners

to read silently with understand-
ing prose selections with a few
unfamiliar words

to recognize newly-acquired vocab-
ula2y in a different con-
text

to use appropriately newly acquired
vocabulary in oral and written ex-
ercises

lipulate structures in
en exercises

to write structured paragraphs
using cumulative structures
and vocabulary

locate Guadalajara, Mexice
City and Monterrey on a map of
Mexa

10) td. list some differences in daily life.
in Mexico and the United States

11) to list some of the influences of
Spanish-speaking people on
American culture

1) list some influences that the
United States has had on modern
Mexico
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21gEnL,ed Content

Phonology, 1-orphology, Syntax,
Vocabulary, and 'Culture

r , Basic ext

En las ricas Chapters



Intermediate

Required Materials:
En las nric.I.s I iud I !1,11-Ittal tor
En-las 177F7F7S and/or tiacl*r LLeer

List of Resources ,t3ee.iiiTdi

See General S1I i7yestive,-; of In worldas anu.or Hablar Leer:

Unit I
.

1. EnlasAme/rp.as p't!!-,onts 2 intmduotury chapters not included
Hablar y_Leer. Teachers using Hablary Leer should also be
familar with_theso chapters.

2. Teacher's uanual for bablar -v Leer must, be read by teacher to
understand methods oe the teaching of reading. Also advisable is
an extensive explaoaLion to class from .this section.

3. Taps should be played before material is read. Tapes from En
A'ffericas are perferrable to Hablar Leer tapes.

4. Introduction to :7,1ansh Speaking World filmstrip from Hispanic World
Filmstrips sevie:41 1;-; most appropriate during this unit.

5. Name cards by Holi can ho used imaginatively throughout the book.

Unit II
Same as Chapter

Unit III Unit 1)
1. Asi-7. seDics, 41ou0LuflMifilin has additional names of members of

family
2. La Familia FernLd-,_. films
3. Supplement for alem ,hanging verb and orthographic changing verbs

in ALM II, Unit r4.

Unit IV (Unit 2)

1. Supplementary film La Familia Fernandez lesson 34
2. ALM II, Unit lo ano 2 is good for drills on present subjtingtive.

Also Entender Hablar, Chapter 17.
3. State DepartMent and Atlanta City filMs on towns similiar to Guad

alajara available

Unit V (Unit 3)
1. National Gea'rsic flaazine; February 1966 "St. Augustine-, Nation's

Oldest City"
2. Further drills on p)ssessives (long forms) can be found in ALM II,

Unit. 17



Intermediate Spanish B: Mexico

u -e tions for Evaluation

Have students perform pattern practices, answer questions, ask'
questions, present conversations.

Have studentS present oral reports.

3. Have students read selections to class with

Ask que tiOns (orally or in writing),

expression.

Use newly-acquired iocabulary in narrations (orally and written) and
have students answer questions demonstrating their comprehension of the
vocabulary in context.

6. Give oral or written exercises which require the use of newly -acquired
vocabulary.

9. 'Refer suggestions in previous quaters.'

. Differences in school life and family life could be included.
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Course Ni

parish Departmen

r 37243© Intermediate Spanish C Guatemala, Venezuela, Colcvnbia

Description of Course:

Reading and writing skills are expanded as practice in under-
standing and speaking Spanish is continued. Reading selections and
discussions are concerned with the countrls and people of Guatemala,.
Venezuela, and Colonibia.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
2) An eldctronic classroom with 30 positions highly recommended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and film -strip projector

and other audio-visual aids _

Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended
7) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher
8) Daily classes

Course recommended
Spanish R texico

any student who successfully completed Intermediate

any student who can demonstrate ability- to Ter adequately the objectives
stated in Intermediate :Spanish B: Mexico.
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Intermediate Spanish C: G

ObJectives of Course

a Venezuela. Colombia

The student is able:

1) to manipulate orally cumulative
structures and vocabulary as
needed for communicating in various
situations

2) to read Spanish with cility
in understanding

4)

to identify adequately meaning of
vocabulary in reading selections
through context clues and explana-
tion in the'language

to manipulate cumulative structures
and vocabulary in written exercises

5) to write resumes and short reports
related to reading selections
(with good control of structures
used, good pronunciation and
intonation)

6) to locate on a map the following
countries and cities: Guatemala,
Antigua; Venezuela, Caracas;
Colombia, Bogota

to identify certain aspects of
the lives of Indians of Guatemala

8) to list similarities in life in
the large cities of St. Louis and
Caracas

9 describe certain pastimes
panish-speaking people
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ingested Content

Phonology, Morphology, Syntax,
Vocabulary, and Culture

From Basic Text
Hablar y Leer: Chapters 4-8
En Las Americas: Chapt:VI-X



Suggested Resources erials Media Me -ds ties

Required Materials: Sautes As Intermediate-Spanish
List of Resources-see Appendix

Se es Habla

Unit VI (Unit 4)
1. ALM II, Units 14, 16 contains excell.eexcellent drills on

nouns.
2. Also, drills for preterite tense are found in ALM '11 Units lb

and 17,
3. Ci.ty films

Section
4. See Guatemala filmstrip in Hispanic Won!_

Unit VII (Unit 5)
1. ALM II, Units 14 has reflexive pronoun pract_
2. Unit 15, ALM II introduces the imperfect; Unit 17 compares pre-

terite vs. imperfect

Unit VIII (Unit b)
1. Hispanic World Filmstrips - Venezuela
2. City and State films in language and geography sections-
3. La Familia Fernandez, Lesson 51 presents and excellent section

on driving
4. Oral Drills in Spanish: Houghton, Mifflin has good drills

subjunctive

t pro-

--Guatemala and Antigua are located in Social Studies

Series

Unit IX (Unit 7)
1. ALM II, Unit 18 presents regular and irregular) Suture tense prat ti

Unit X (Unit 8)
,l. City and State films on Bullfighting and Colombia
2. Hispanic World filmstrips - Colombia
3. "The- Death of Manolete" on tape or record is available at Instructi,)

Services Center
4. Toros Without Tears, a little book explaining bullfighting is

delightful



Intermediate Spanish C: Guatemala, Venezuela, Colombia

_Smsestioasjor,Bvaluation

Objectives 1 6: Refer to suggestions for previous quarte -(Note: newly
acquired vocabulary should be used frequently in oral repor
conversations, written reports, etc.

Dress, festivals, and religions could be included.

9. Music festivals, Bullfights, recreation could be included.



Spanish Department

Course Number 373410 Intermediate Spanish Lt Indian Element of South America

Description of Course:

Skill in reading and writing Spanish is increased through the
reading of selections and the writing of short reports. Facility in under-
standing and speaking Spanish is further-developed through conversation and
some discussion of reading selections. Topics included are particularly
concerned with the Indians of Ecuador and Peru.

Admi i strative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
2) An electronic classroom with 30 positions highly recommended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and filmstrip projector

and other audio-visual aids'
6) Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended
7) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher-
8) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed i to mediate
Spanish C: Guatemala Venezuela Colombia

or

any student who can demonstrate ability to perform adequately the objectives
stated in Intermediate S-a 'sh C: Guatemala. Venezuela Colombia.



Intermediate h D: Indian-Element of South Amerida

Objectives_ Course

The student is able:

1) to manipulate orally cumulative
structures and vocabulary as
needed for, communicating in
various situations

2) to read longer selections
with more facility in under-:'
standing

3) to -initiate a few questions
related 'to reading selections

identify with more facility_
meaning of 'vocabulary in
reading selections' through
context clues and explanation
in the language

to manipulate cumulative
structures and vocabulary
in written exercise's

to write resumes and short
reports, based on reading
seleCtions and related topics

to describe courses and
activities in a "high schoo
in Peru

to discuss the influences of
Indians in Ecuador

If

to list some characteristics
of the Inca civilization and
its influences on modern Peru

10) to list some ways gdography
affects the lives of Peruvians

11) to locate on a map Peru, Machu
Picchu, Cuzco, Lima Quito

72

Suggested Content

Phonology, Morpholegy, Syntax,
Vocabulary, and Culture

From Basic T
Hablar

_t
e- Chapters 9-12

En las Am vitas; Chapters XI-XI1.
Hablar Leer: 'Chapters 11-12



Intermediate Spanish D: Indian Element of South Ameria

Suggested Resource Media

Required MaterialS: Same as Inter = mediate Spanis,
List of Resources -see Appendik

See General stion for use of Hablar y Lee

Methods, Activities:
To fulfill the objectives for this quarter it will be necessary for the
teacher to do the following:

1. Re-introdUce reading technique (Teacher's Ma 1 of LisyLeLE,.
p. -13.- 16)

Discuss the formal study of grammar Manual p. 159 16C
3. Introduce -,questionmaking (Manual, p. 160 - 165; p. 195 - 199)
4. Discuss making Of topic outline beginning with Hablar y_Leer, Chapte::'

11
:Suggestions :

a. Selecting topic sentences from paragraphs on (Marla de Sobremesa.
(Sample outline on board of first page by teacher is helpful)

b. Use topic outline' sentences in Teacher's Manual. Write on board
for students.' They may then choose smtaler topics on these
larger topics.-

c. See Teacher's Manual Hablar v Leer; Section On ;topic outline
5. Write Pan American Union Washington, D. C. for information par'ticular'ly

appropriate for Chapter 11 and for OAS for Chapter 16...

Unit XI (Unit 9)
1. ALM 11, Unit,12;Has :good uses LU present progressive

Unit XII (end of En la," Americas) (Unit u)
1. Hispanic World Filmstrips' Ecuador
2. .City and State filtis on Ecuador
3. ALM I, Unit 11 provides drills on:present perfect -tenses
4. Entender y Hablar,Chapter 15, 18 presents drills in perfect _enses
5. Oral--_ Drills in Spanish for further practice with perfect

Unit 11
1. Begin topic outline study.., See page .4 of guide
2. Pan American Union provides a gread source for materials;
3. TUnified Spanish, Cabot and Cabor, Oxford Book Company, is exc llent

source for generalizations on use of articles.
4. ALM II,-Unit 13 &ALM III, Unit-31,wive review for ser -estar
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Intermediate Spanish D: Indian Element of South America

Suggestions for Evaluation

Objectives Re o suggestions for previous quarters.

7: Descriptions could include contrasts with student's own
high school.

Discussion (either oral or written) could include in,
fluenees on dress, economy, language architecture, edueation,

government, legends).communication,' transportation and
agriculture.

9: Use outline ma
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Course Number 37

Spanish Department

O intermediate Spanish E: Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, Uruguay

Description of Course;

Further skill in Spanish is developed through reading selections,
writing reports, conversing-, and discussing selections read. Reading

. selections and discussions are concerned with the countries and people of..
Bolivia, Chile,,Argentina, and Uruguay.

Adnstrative Requirements=

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
2) An electronic-classroom with 30 positions highly recommended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexicc,
5) Access to a record player, film and film-strip projector

and other audio-visual aids
6) Sufficient number of textbmyksi practice records recommended
7) Appropriate recorded tapes and visual aids for the teacher.
8) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed Intermediate
Spanish D: Indian Element of South America

or

any student who can demwstrate ability to perform adequately the objectives
stated in Intermediate Spanish D: Indian Element of South America._
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Intermediate Spanish-E: Bolivian Chile, Argentina, Uruguay

Objectives of Course

The student is fable

1) to manipulate orally cumulative
structures and vocabulary as needed
for communication in varied:situations

to read longer selections with more
facility in understanding

to initiate simple conversations and
contribute comments in the classroom
discussions

to initiate several question's related
to reading selections

to show some degree of skill in identi-
fying vocabulary encountered in reading,
selections

fi

6) to manipulate cumulative' structures
vocabulary in written exercises

to write resumes and reports based
on reading

_
selections and related

topics

Suggested Content

Phonology, Morphology, Syntax,
Vocabulary, and Culture

to read independently a short article in-.
_nish related to a specified topic and

contribute some information to the class

9) to effects of geography on the pop-
ulation of Bolivia

1Q) to compare pastimes of. Chileans with
those of Americans

to list similarities of cultural-activi-
ties in Argentina and the United States

12) to compare and contrast the government of
Uruguay with that of. the United States

19), to definesthe purpose of the Organiation
of. American States

14) to locate on a map the countries of Bo-,
livia, Chile, Argentina and Uruguay and
their capital citiee: La Paz, Valparaiso,
Buenos Aires, and Montevideo
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From Basic Text
Hablar y Leer: Chapters 13

16



Inte mediate S Spanish F: Bolivia, 'Chile, Argc-,z ina, UruE;ay

Rgg2ELed fies211:1 Materials Media, let hods. Activitie

List of-.Resourcessee Appendix

ee Gen al Su estions for use

Unit 12
1. Hispanic World Filmstrips 7. Peru
2. City and State films on Peru I - II
3. Iberoamerica, Scribnerslis suggested eacher's. reading. on Inca

civilization
4. National Geographic 1968

ALM II, Unit 121for practice with infinitives prepositions

eer

Unit
1. Hispanic World Vilms rips - Bolivia
2. City and State filMs-on Bolivia

3. AU IT, Unit -14 7J5 for ext a drills on adjectiVes--
4. ALM Unit 17 has gOod imperfect vs. preterite practice
5. Topic ,uclines. are an excellent way ofhandling the report

Unit 14
1. City and - films - Chile
2. Hispanic i orld filmstrip on Chile
3. Oral Drills in Spanish for position of direct and indirect object

pronoun practice
4. ALM III, Unit 22-23, 28, 30 fo: good drills on use of subjunctive..
5. ALM II, Unit 12, 17 indirect object 'pronoun

Unit 15

Hispanic World, filmstrip - Argentina
City and state films on Argentina
For drill on imperative consult AIM 11, Unit 17, 19

Unit 16
I. Hispanic World filmstrip - Uruguay

City and statejilme - Uruguay
3. ALM II, Unit 17,,q1asgood drills on long forms of pos essives ,

4. Use information on OAS forreports
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Intermediate Spanish E: Bolivia, Chile, Argentina, 11r ay

Objec

estions for Evaluation

rives 1 : Refer to suggestions. in previous quarters

9. List effects related to communication, transportation,
econoMy

10. Include similarities and contrasts. Si ilarities: skiing
Contrasts: horseback riding, rodeo'.

11 Include theatre, radio, TV, movies, etc.

]. DiscUss (orally or in writing) differences and sires iartes
in.structure, functions and powers of various governments.

4

13. Write a definition of the purpose of the 0. A. S.

14e Use outline maps.



Course Numbpr. 373430

Description of Course:

Spanish Depa

Intermediate Spanish F: A Visit o- Spain

A course to develop more facility and independence in the use of
the skills of undemtanding, speaking, reading, and writing Spanish with
appropriate use of the essentialstructures of the language. Selections
included concern various regions of Spain, the people, and their .way of
life.,

dministrative Requirdmen

1) A maximum of 30 students - 25 recommended
2) An electronic classroom with 30 positions highly recommended
3) A tape recorder in the classroom
4) Maps of Spain, Latin America, Mexico
5) Access to a record player, film and film-strip project

and other audio-visual aids
6) Sufficient number of textbooks; practice records recommended
7) Appropriate recorded.tapes and visual aids for the teacher
8) Daily classes

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed Inter diate
Spanish E: Bolivia Chile Argpntina, U ay

or

any student who can demonstrate ability to perform adequately the o jec veg
stated in Intermediate S vanish E Bolivia Chile Ar entina U
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Intermediate Spanish F: A Visit to Spain

S ested Resource

List of Resources -see Appendix

:erials Media- Methods Activities

'See General Suggestions for use of Hablar Leer

Unit 17
_

1. City films ("Tierras de .Espy Ea" and "Costa de Espana" ) and sta_
films are excellent

2. Hispanic World filmstrip-- The Mediterranean Coat
3, Class reports on El Cid and regions' and cities of Spain
4, CuriThres, Holt has a gOod Chapter. on El Cid

EBF, Emilio en Espana, Lessons 1, 21 pertain to this material.

Unit 18
.1. ALM II, Unit 20,ALM III, Unit 25 have good drills on comparatives
2. EFT, Elio en Espailal Lesson 24 -.26 ha- La Alhambra and Generalife.
3. Hispanic World Filmstrip - Andalucia
4, Cumbres, Holt presuits and excellent chapter on the Moors of Spain'.

Unit 19
1. Hispanic World Filmstrip - Castilla
2. EDF, Emilio en,Espana, Lessons 6, 9 - 10 has La Granja, Orillas del

Tajo and Calles de Toledo
Cumbres, HOlt has s.chapter on Lazarillo de Torwes

4. AIM II, Unit 18 deals with-negatives

Unit 20
1. Two Hispanic World- filmstrips: Madrid and La Mancha
2, Gumbres, Holt has different selections from Don Quijote.
3. Record of Man from La Mancha is available
L. EBF, Emilio enEspall'a,-Lessons 11 - 13 gives good supplementary

material on Don Quijote.
5. .ALM II)0Unit 16 has good drills on the passive.
6. City film "Castillos-en Espega" is very good.
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Inters ediate Spanish F: A Visit to Spain

.SAggestions fog Evaluation

Refer to suggestions for previous quarters
Objectives

List could include some of the an
,example of each:
a. English and .Spanish word..order differs, especially

in questionS, limiting Words.
The sounds of-Spanish are much more related to cne
consistant written form than the sounds of English.

c. In Spanish meaning is often changed by changing word
endings. In English we use additional words.

d. Stress in intonation in English is a major key to
meaning:. In Spanish differences are more often
made by word choice.

May vary according to independent readings, but should
include significant events and 1=lersonages.

Contrast regions with regard'to foods, dress, recreation,
occupations, and attitudes as influenced by geography,
heritage, ancestory, etc.

Discussion of the following topics might be included:
religion, frindships, time, mechanization, daily liv-
ing, material goods, honor, etc.



Spanish Depar ent

Course Number 374420 A Mexican Novel: La Parcela

Description of Course:

Reading .of Parcelall) a story of life in rural Mexir o at the
end of the 19th century.

Administrative e Requirements:

1) A maximum. ,of 20 students
2) A tape recorder in the classroom
3) Access to a record player, film and film-strip projector

and other audio - visual aids,
4) Sufficient number of texts
5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher
6) Class sessions of .90 mplutes, 3 days a week on alternating

days recommended

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed Intermediate
Spanish F A Visit to Spain

Any student who can demonstrate adequate performance of oral and written
skills as stated 'n the objectives of InteIntermediate Spanish F A Visit
to Spain.



Mexican Novel: La Farcela

Ob, ectives of Course

The student is able:

1) to follow conversation, class dis-
cussion,.or short lecture in Spanish

to contribute to class discussion

to read Sp_ anish ?asily compre-
hension ,

4) to prepare in and out of class a
written summary-or report in 'Spanish
with access to needed materials

to discuss certain aspectsDof rural
Mexican life during the late 19th
century

to describe social and economic
conditions of rural Mexican society
of the 19th century

to compare the 19th.century rural
MeXican life and rural_ life of that
period in America.

84

ested Content

From Basic Text
ALM Level IV Units 36 - L.



A Mexican Novel- La Pa cela

euggested_Res- mesa_ Materials-Media Methods

Resources:
Tapes for ATOM Level IV Units 36 - 40'
Map of Mexico
Realia fo 19th Century Mexico
3 - 5 Spanish - English dictionaries
Iberoamgrica, Scribners

Methods, Activities
1. "Word Study"

a. Read descriptions of wards
b. Write original sentences using new words.
Assign pages for reading- by dividing-unit into groups of 3 to-4 pa es
night. For example: Unit 36 p. 4 - 7, 8 - 11, 12 - 14, 15 - 18. 1,

some cases, students may be able to read more-or _Less depending on abill
'3. Discuss what has been read by means of question and answer session.
4. Spot read for, pronunciation and difficuit.constructions.
5. Use questions at end of Chapter for discussiondn class, "Para HablaH
6. At an appropriate time the "Fara Escribir" may be assigned for homework

or for written work in class.
7. Ask for definitions for synonyms of womi, studied from time to time in

class make sure they are given in Spanish
8. Assign one night for "Grammatical Notes" and-"Idioms"
9. Discuss grammar and do oral in class.
10. Use A4,1 Level IV,tapes for practice in reading and for oral test. Ctlden

should be familiar yth idioms and important expressions in Chapter
bfore-they take test.

11. R view by asking for -descriptions of characte-s, summaruing action
of story, or writing summary of story.

12. Refer to questiOns at end of Chapter for principal ideas. of each unit
Teacher will also be able to think of. important ideas for class dis-
-cussion or for testing-purposes, etc.

13. Use "Writing "-at end of each chapter for theme, test, or for writing
practice.



A Mexican Novel: La Farcela

Su/ estions for Evaluation

Ask oral or written questions or request an oral or written summaary after,
students listen to
a. taped conversation
b. taped reading or lecture
c. class discussion
d. lecture or paragraph read by teacher
e. lecture or report of classmate.

2. Students should ask relevant questions and make appropriate comments.

Students are given a paragraph or short -election to read. They then
answer questions about:.
.. content
b. structures
c. idioms
d. vocabulary
e. style

4. Given text and Spanish-English dictionary write on relevant topic. (Para
Escribir has good suggestions) These are graded'on use of vocabulary and
structures and on expression of ideas:
Refer to Hispania March 1968 p. 126

Should mention daily life, family, values, ways of seeking justice.



Course Number 374430

Description of Course:

Spanish, Department

A Span sh Drama: Arboles Muercr:

A study of a contel uporary three- t play by Alejandro
It is the story of one m " to help his fellowmen find happLilc,,
in the modern age of mechanization and impersonali

Administrative Requirements,

1) A maximum of 20 students
2 A tape recorder in the'classroom
3) Access to a record player, film and trip pro ecto- and

other audio-visual aids
4) Sufficient number of texts
5) Appropriate recorded tapes for. the teacher
6) Class sessions of 90'minutes,-3 days a'weelOon alternating

days recommended

Course recommended for any student who has
mediate anish F A Visit to Spain

successfully completed Inter-

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written
skills as stated in the objectives of Intermediate Spanish F A Visit
to Spain.
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A :`finish Drama: "Los Arboles Mueren de Pie"

tudent is able:

1 4_ follow uonversati .n, class dis-',
cusslon, or short lecture in Spanish

to class discussio

3) to read Spanis! asily for comprehension

writ-
ten surm or repo 1n Sp Spanish with
access e,ded materials

to give a short, planned talk in
Spanish on a chosen topic

to describ the emotions to people
with different cultural backgrounds

to discuss the place of servants in
structure in the early

20th century

to discuss Cas nals portrayal of cer-
tain character types

to discuss the ties
in .__ vanish families

88

t-een genera i_

LiggtLt,ed Content

From Basic Text
ALM: Level



A Spanish Drama: "Los Arbo es Mueren de Pie

gges -d heour-e- la's Media Methods j Activities

Resources:
Tapes for ALM: Level IV Units 44 - 47
Blank Lanes to use Cor recording student performance
3 5 Spanish- English dictionaries
props appropriate to performance of play.

Methods$ ActivtieS':
1. An introduction.to the vocabulary cof the theatre
2. Word study

a. read sentences using words
b. make original sentences employir new words.

discuss and use any related words. eg. "comodidad" como
The drama
a. This shouldfbe read aloud
b. Students can be assigned parts to be'aeted in class.
c. Question-Answers technique is effective for-plot development
d. Descriptions of staging and characters are good for lengthy disco, se
e. Use ALM Level IV tapes for practiCe in reading and for oral tests.

Students should be familiar with idioms and important expressions
before taking test.

Para hablar - This should-be used to develop discussion in class. As
the teacher desires, he may add Additional questions. .

5. Para escrihir -'This may either be done as homework, theme_ in class or
oral discussion
Assign-one night for "Grammatical Notes" and YIdiome"
Discuss grammar and.drillorally in class.
"Writing" at the end-of each unit may be used as a theme Or conversation.
Tests -may be made from "Para Hablar", 'Writing" or may be simple question-
answer tests.

10. Discussion may be-centered around -some topics interesting -to the student
not mentioned in the text.
a. The moral obligation of Mauricio
t. Mauricicos attitude toward his work-
c. Contrast the ideas of 'love as expressed by "La Abuel0 and Label
U. Conjectures on the futures of the principle characters

8.



nish Drama: "Los Arbeles Mueren de Fies"

actions for Evaluati

1. Ask oral or written questions or request an oral or
udents listen to:

a. Taped conversation
b. taped reading or lecture
c. class discussion
d. lecture or paragraph read by teacher
e. lecture or report of classmate

ten _r =la z-v.

Students should ask relevant questions and make appropriate corrreats.

;Students are given a paragrah or short selection to read. They then
answer questions about:
a.

.b.

C.

content
structures
idioms
vocabulary
style.

Given text and ,SpanishEnglish dictionary write on relevant topic. (Para
Es.cribir has good suggestions) These are graded on use of vocabulary and
structures and on expresAion of ideas:
Refer to Hispania March a968 p. l2

Give planned talk which is graded on adequate se of Structure, control
of vocabulary, and reasonable fluency.

6. Discuss love of self, others, family and revenge, disperation,
e

T. Jobs, attitudes toward f= amily, family's attitude toward' servant.

Young girl, secretary, pastor, director, clown.

The,. sentiments of the grandparents toward grandson.



Spanish Department

Course Number 4440 Spanish -Speal i ng Teenar"er

Description of Course:

A study of the lives, relationships, and activities,of Spanish-
speaking young people with discussions of similarities and differenCes
as compared with various aspects of the lives of American young people.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 20 students.
2) A tape recorder in the classroom m-

3) Access to a record player, film pd kilmstrip-projector
and other audio- visual aids ;

4) Sufficient number of texts
5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher

Course recommended for any student wh
mediate S anish F:= A Visit'to Slain

or

as successfully completed Inter-

any student Who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written
skills as stated in .the objectives of Intermediate Banish F A Visit
to Spain.
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Spanish-Speaking Teenager

2aggIted Resources Material Media hods, Activities

Resources:
Tapes for Leer,_.-a1)121.yLrir
Teacher's Manual for Leer, Hablar y Escribir
Pen Pals
Magazines and newSpaper articles relating to teenagers

Methods, Activities
1. The Teacheres:Manual is useful in background material_ notes, andmaterial,

and discussion topics.
I-JyAsmtbi_r suggests conversation patterns and topics. It also
contains excellent exercises..
The play "Cuando las nubes"
a. play t.ape
b. read aloud
c. dramatize

4
d. questio -answer technique to develop plot.
e. _descriptions of characters and staging ar-e good for disc se.
f. topics listed in "Hablar y Escribir" for discussi.on or ting
g. additional discussion on

1. author's technique
2. similar plays
3. student reaction to teenagers presented
4. obiiRtions of. parents



panish-Speaking Teenager

Sugges-iona forEvaluat n

1. Ask orql.or written questions or request an oral
students listen to:
a. taped conversation
b. taped /reading or lecture
c. clasa discussion
d. lecture or paragraph read by teacher

e. lecture or report of classmate

2. StUdents should ask relevant questions and

©r written ,1

appropriate comme41ts

Students are given a paragraph or hart election to read. They then

answer questions about:
a. content:-

b. structures,
c. idioms
d. vocabulary
e. style

4. Given, text and Spanish -English dictionary write on relevant topic. (Hablar y

Escribir has good suggeFtions) These are graded on use of vocabulary and

structures and pn expression of ideas:
Refer to Hispania March 196 F, 126

relationships of relatives, meal custom duties of teenagers, occupations

and .duties of parents,'religion

dating, sport_

church, ancestors

hool hobbies, jobs

family life, activities

9. freedom, money, dating, family

10. boOk6,M617-Yes acqu intarfc s, camffiunication media
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Spanish Department

Course Number 374450. 'Ourtisies and Customs in Spanish-Speaking Countries

Description of Course:

An in-depth study of social courtesy and holidays in Spanish-

speaking countries. Discussion of courtest includes courtesy in public

places, such as the theatre, restaurants, stores, and soccer games; the

use of the telephone; table etiquette. Discussion of holidays includes

celebrations of DA de la Raza, Dfa de Difuntos, la Navidid y Pascua

Florida.

Adman-istrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 20 students
2) A tape recorder in the classroom
3) Access to a record player, film and filmstrip projector

and other audio-visual aids
4) Sufficient number of texts
5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher

Course recommended for any student who has su
mediate S ish F: A Visit o airy

or

essfully completed Inter-

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written

skills as stated in' the objectives of Intermediate Spanish F: A Visit

to Spain.
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:ourtesies and Customs in Spanish-3 eaking Countries

LbJectives of Course

The stndent is able:

1) L'D. follow conversation, class dis-
cussion, or short lecture in Spanish

2) to contribute to class discussion

to read Spanish easiiy for comp ehen-
sion

to prepare in and out of 'lass a
writ en sumn,17,- or report Spanish
with access to needed materials

1,0 give a short, planned talk in
Spanish on. a chosen topic.

to dis-uss soia1 :our'tesies of Lhe
Spanish-speaking people

to contrast social courtesies of t6e
Spanish-speaking cpuntries with various
social courtesies in the United States

to describe certain celebrati
Spanish-speaking countries

Suggested Content.

From Basic Text:

Leer, Hablar y_

Articles on Cortesa pu p.
.

p. 202, p. 243
Additional articles on.,p,-F,
buscar in sombre..."
p. 9, 'Como liamar por telefono"
p. 34, "El Lescubrimiento de Amori-a"
p. 36,"EstamTa del Almirante"

. "Servicio de Mesa"
p, 9S, "Lo quo lleva el Rey Gaspar'
p. 1U0, "Llegan los Reyes Magos"
p. 106, "Tradiiones gastron5miras;

de la Epifana"
p. 123, :"Seleccione con tiervo sus

regalos"

174, "Elegancia Masculina:
240, "Cumpli6 diecise'is anon"
241, "Dies consejos"

P.

P.

P.

Basic Tapes or Text:
GaleriaHispanica

in Cuadro 13:- .

"semana Santa"
"El Carhaval"

to discuss the significance of holi
days in the lives of Spanish-speaking
people

l() to contrast celebrations in Spain,
Latin America, and the United States

96=

Cuadro 1):

"Costumbres del dia de los difunton'

Cuadro 16:
"P61vora en fiestas"
"San Fermin"



Courtesies and Customs in Spanish - Speaking Countries

Suggested Resources Materials Media Methods- Activities

Resources:
Tapes for Leer,'Hablar y Escribir

EBF "wiles Regionaler Cumplearios de Pepita"

Books: Espana: Sfntesis de eu t=dvi:ilzaci6n - Scribners

Iberoamerica: Sintesisde sly civilizaci6n - Scribner.

Snish for Secondary Schools Levels 4 & 5 Heath

For Tierras de Espana - Holt
Magazines, catalogue. (calendar) from - Gicina de Luris Madrid, in

U. S. Office of Health Education & Welfare "Fiestas en Mexico"

Blanco y Negro, Life in Spanish - are good sources for visual

Espana_Semanal published by Spanish Embassy Washington D. C. has articles

describing holidays.

Methods, Activities:
1. Tapes provice listening comprehension and oral practico.

2. "Hablar y Escribir" provides oral and written exercises.

3. Outside reading from additional texts used for short reports.

4. 'Teacher's Manual for Leer, 1-ibirablai gives additional dis-
CUS5iOn topics background material and notes.
Class discussion develop after taped conversations. It aids to

follow instructions in Teacher's Manual DST. -first discussion- p.
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Courtesies and Customs in Spanish - Speaking Countries

ugzestions for Evaluation

Ask oral or written questions or request an oral written summa_ after
students listen'to:-

-a. taped 'Conversation
b. taped reading or lecture
c. class discussion

lecture or paragraph read by teacher
lecture or report or classmate

2. Students should ask relevant, questions and make appropriate comments.

Students are given a paragrap r short election to read. They then
answer questions about:

4a. content
b. structures

idioms
vocabulary

e style

4. .Given' text and Spanish-English dictionary write on relevant topic. (Vablar y

Escribir has good suggestions) .These are graded on use of vocabulary and
structures and on expressiOn of ideas:
Refer to March 1968 p. 126

). Give planned talk whi h is graded on adequate use of structure, control
of vocabulary, and reasonable fluency.

Mention courtesies in theatre, restaurant, stores,) games, and on telephone.

7. Mention above cou_ esie VI contrast, to American.

Describe Dfa de la Raza d a de los difuntos,-avidad, and Semana santa.

10. Use class discussions as a basis for evaluation.
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Spanish Department

Course Number 374460 Geography Affects Life

'Description of Ceti

A study of cultural and economic aspects of Spanish-speaki:
countries as related to.geographyand the peopletz-, efforts to overcome
physical obstacles.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximum of 20 students
2) A tape recorder in the classroom
3) Access to a record player, film and filmstrip projector,

language lab and other audio-visual aids
4) Sufficient number of texts
5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher

Course recommended for any student who:has successfully completed
mediate

. A Visit to Spain

or

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral. and written
skills as stated in the objectives of Intermediate S apish Fs A Visit
to Spain.
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Ge- -aphy A Life

Ob'ectives of Course

The student is able:

1) to follow conversation, class dis-
cussion, or shoit lectue-in Spanish

2) to contribute to class di, .r,sion

to read Spanish easily
hension

prepare i 'and out of class a
written -mma:r7 or report in Spanish
with access to needed materials

to discuss the effect of geography
on life in Bolivia, Chile,. Colombia,

Ecuador, Mexico, and Uruguay

to discuss efforts t© imporve condi-
tions related to physical obstacles

to List, differences in the lifs and
culture of people of different countries
as elated to physical aspects of the
country
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From Basic Text:
Leer Hablar

erg liablar
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_mot.cs
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Geography Affects Li

ed Resources Materials- Media, Methods Activities.

Resources:
Tapes for Leer- Hablar
Teacher's Manual for Le
Hablar y Leer Holt

Hispanic World filmstr
1. Chile 9I8: GC
2. Colombia 91_.6

Escribir
Hablar Escribir for Hablar y Leer

Iberoame a - Scribners
ilms from audio-visual

3. Bolivia - Laid in thO Sky 915.14
Pan_ora_ma.s - Holt

The D. C. Heath publication Spanish for Secondary Schools contains
pictures and readings which make excellent supplement. These selections
could be read for oral comprehension.
Fan American Union, Washington D. C. 20006 has a catalogue of publications
which are useful.
Map of South America - GalerfaidapZnica icGraw Hill

Methods, Activities
1. For the articles in Numero 2 "Agrupaciciri ecutoriana..." and "Marcelo

Cazar," a repOrt on the Andes could be given.. Mention can be made of
Chimborazo, the highest rnountain, and of the landslides which have
occurred there.
Numero 6 can be supplemented as follows:
a. From qLiv1LIJIIIA2aL "Los Dos Libertadores" and "Una Carta a Dios"
b. Report on San Marten's march through the Andes
c. Iberoam(rica for history of San Martin.
Numero 7 "Fl Conflicto del Rio Lauco" should be introduced as follows:
a. discussionof the geography of the two countries..
b. report on the reasons Bolivia is landlocked.

1. mention loss of ports Iquique and Arica.
loss of copper mines and their importance to the economy.
article in Level 4 of D. C. Heath on the nationilization of copper
mines in Chile.

c. Discussion of structure-and accomplishments of Q.E.A.
This discussion of O.E.A. leads to "Montevideo" in Numero. B. In

addition in reading "Urge prohibir..." it is suggested that the student
discuss:
a. conditions necessary' for the growing of coffee (tierra ternplada)

b. importance- of coffee in the economy of Colombia
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eography Affects Life

Suggestions for Evaluation

1. Ask oral or written questions or request an oral or written surnni

students listen to:

a. taped conversation
b. taped reading or lecture

c. class discussion
lecture or paragraph read by teacher
lecture or report of classmate

Students should ask relevant questions and make appropriate comments.

Students are given a paragraph or short selection ead. ley then

answer questions about:
a. content
b. structures

idloms
d. vocabulary

style

J. Given text and Spanish- English dictionary write on relevant topic. ( Mahler

Escribir has good suggestions) These are graded on uce -Of vocabulary and

structures and on expression of ideas:

Refer to Hispania March 198. p. 126

Kent- on econorrty as related to agriculture, cUpation, diversions

Government regulations, Organizacidin de Estados Americanos, economy,

transportation, communication

me as 3 ,plus persbnal experience
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Spanish Department

Course Number 374470- Vistas/de Espaica: A.Film Introduction to Spain

Description of Course:

Spain and her cultural heritage are presented as seen through
the eye of the camera on location in Spain. Included are representative
national monuments chosen throughout the provinces and historical regions
of Spain. Topics are discussed in Spanish.

Administrative Requ" ents:

1) A durum of 20 students
2) A tape recorder in the classroom
3) Daily availability, of movie and filmstrip:projectors
4) Laassi.00m appropriately equipped for showing films
5) Appropriate films and tapes for the teacher
6) Daily classes recommended

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed Inter-
mediate Spanish F: A Visit to Spain

or

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written
skills as stated,in the objectives of Intermediate Spanish F: A Visit
to Spain.
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Vistas de Espa n, Film Introduction to Spain

Objectives of Course allapsted Content

The student is able:

1) t° follow conversation, class dis-
cussion, or ehort lecture in Spanish

to contribute to class discussion

to give .a. short, planned talk in
Spanish on a chosen topic

to locate the following provinces and
historical places of Spain: the Cas-
tillas, Len, Andalucia, the Alhambra,
the aqueduct° de Segovia, oledo, La
Mancha, Sevilla

to identify the following significant
personalities: Cervantes, El Greco,
Don Quijote, Lazarillo, Fray Luis de
Leon, Unamuno.

to discuss the cultural ilerita
in

of

to contrast central Spain and Anda-
lucia
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Vistas be Es A: Film Introduction to Sin

Sug e:td Resources, Materials, Media,- Methods, Activities

Resources:
Texts for Emilio.. taLLpAL - Filmstrips and Ale cards for Emilio en Espana
Cumbres de la olviizacion es--nola
Espana, s.ntesis de su civi1.jzacjor -Scribners
Filmstrips from Hispanic,! World - 'Holt

Teacher's Manual, for Emilio en Espana

Methods, Activities
1. :Itis iriperative that the teacher read the introduction to Emilio

and the-suggestions rur use of material. A sample,lesson plan
included, which must be modified to suit the needs of the claSs and
the amount 'of time available .on each lesson.

2. ...Taped grammatical exercises should be:used discriidnatelt, only for
problem areas. These-.0xercisos are written in the book to facilitate.
your finding quickly those your, students need. Ii some lessons it
may not be necessary tcKuse ey,of the taped drills.

3. Sixteen lessons concentrating On central and southern Spain haVe..been
selected for this course. This will allow three to'four days for each
lesson. The. lessons and additional. suggestions .follow:

Area of Spain Film Lesson No.
. _ ....

Madrid "Telados de Madrid" 3
"Plaza de EsPa'ela" 4

Segovia

Toledo

La Mancha

Castilla--
Leon
Andalucia'
Cardoba

Sevilla

"Escorial"
"Segovia"'
"La Granja"
"Galles de Toledo"
"A oriflas del Taja"
."Campos Manchegos"

"a

5'

0

9

10

11

,"Molinos de Viento" 12

= Henares" 13

1C.e.mpille de Cast-ilIa' -17:-
"Salamanca"

"El.Califato"
"La Alhambra"
"El Generalife"
"Barrio de Santa
"Hasta Pronto"

19
25

26
Cruz" 18

Suggesteii
fte_port -. Discussion

alittle about Cervantes
Spanish artists
the aqueduct
a comparsion with Versailles
El Greco'

song-"The Impossible DreaM"
play-"Man of La Mancha"

. Cervantes; excerpts
from.. .Don Quixote...

----Texcerpts

Fray Luis de Ledh; Unamuno

moorish
influences.

4. You may want to assign topics for the students to report on concern-
ing particular lessons. Suggestions have been made above. For example
before starting the lesson on Escorial,'you may want to assign several
students reports on Spanish artists in order to give them additional
background.

5. An additional aid may be a student self-test for comprehension of the
film. An example for film #3 follows:



Vistas de Esparla.: A Film Introduction to Spain

Objectives of Course Suggested Content
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Vistas e Espaga: A Film Introduction to Spain

4,
ested Resources Mater ials- Media- Methods Activities, continued

ite 5 r no.
1st viewing

1 El-bano tiene balTera, duCha,
lavabo, y jab6n.

2. La TelefSnica el edificio
mas alto' de Madrid. .

La Tbrre de Madrid es un
rasacielos cow en Nueva York.

Todos van a la azotea a ver
Madrid a vista de p:ijaro-

-After the first viewing of the film, distribute mimeographed self-tests. As

you rewind the film, let the . 'students answer in the first column. Reshow film.
Have students answer again in the second column. Then quickly give the answers
while student checks his own paper. Thus he can readily evaluate his compre-
hension

2nd viewing

No

No

SI
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Vistas 'de Espana: A Film Introduction to:Spain

ions for Evaluation

1. Ask oral or written questions rr request an oral or written summary after
students listen to:
a. taped conversation
b. taped reading or lecture
c. class discussion
d. lecture or pe.ragraph read by teacher
e. lecture or re-port of classmate

2. Students should ask relevant questions and make appropriate comments.

3. Give planned talk which is graded on adequate use of stricture,_ control
of vocabulary, and reasonable fluency,.

Locate places listed on a map or fill-in blank such as La provincia
que tiene lamayor influencia morisca es

matching, or short-answer quiz.

Should mention Moors, Romans and Catholics.

Mention dances, dress, festivals, geography, and ancest
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Spanish Department

Course Number 374480'
Spanish and Mexican Art

Description of Course:

A study in Spanish of the major movements in art and archi-

tecture with emphasis on the Spanish and Mexican painters and their

contributions.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A maximUm of 20 students

2) Daily availability of opaque, slide, and films ip

projectors
) ClassrooM appropriately equipped for showing slides and

filmstrips

4) Appiopriate slides, filmstrips, and other audio-visual

aids for the teacher

5) Appropriatereference materials for the students

Course recommended for any, stu ei

intgrmedlate Smiab_r: A

has successfully completed

or

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written

skills as stated in the objectives of Intermediate S anish F: A Visit

tdSnain.
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Spanish and Mexican Art

b ect ves of Course

The student is able:

1) to follow Conversation, class dis-
cussion,or short lecture in the
language

2) to contribute to class discussion

3) to prepare in and out of class a
written summary or report, with
access to needed materials

to identify the follpwing major
movements in art: prehistoric,
Roman, Medieval, Renaissance,
Pre-impressionistic, Cubism,
Modern

to identify the major movements in
architecture: Greek, Romanesque,
Medieval, (Gothic) Renaissance,
Modern

toidentify
involved in

to discuss
on painting

some of the techniques
painting

he influences of society
and. architecture

8) to identify the following painters:
El Greco, Velazquez, Goya, Picasso,
Rivera and Orozco, a few of their
works, and the periods to which they
belong

9) to identify paintings and architecture
of the periods studied

Suggested Content

From Basic Text:
Mallo, Espa5a:srntesis de su.

civilizaci6n - Scribner



and Mexican Art

Suggested Resources Materi1s Media, ethods, Activiti

Resources:
Cumbres de la civilizaciSen espaWola. Re it - used for chapters on Greco,

Velazquez, Goya and Picasso
State Department of Education films:
1. Art in the Western World - color catalogue #8737, 3 reels (Used-for

Medieval)
2. Spain in the New World: Colonial Life in Mexico - color, catalogue #8811,

2 reels used with Chapter XVI
3. Spanish influence on U. S. - catalogue #2100 used with Chapter XVI

Vislumbres de Madrid y Toledo used for Velazquez and Greco

.5. Goya, We of - 2 reels, catalogue #4658 (use for Chapter XXIII)

6. Visit to Picasso (Spanish Language), catalogue #4534, 2 reels (Use

for chapter XXVIII)
Official Guide to works of Diego Rivera - Sinalomex Editorial, 3131 Sur

67-A, Viaducto Piedad, Mexico City, D. F. Mexico
Slides purchased in museums
Iberoamgrica - Scribners

Leer blar _y_Escribir Holt, used for Velgzquex, Arte en el Mundo Actual.

Pan American Union, Washington, D. C. 2006 - publishers of pamphlets on Art

in South America
Spain, A History in. Art

Methods, Activities
1. The following` welve Chapters should be studied: I-IV, VI, XI (in part),

XIII (in part), XIV, XVI, XIX, XX, XXIII, XXVIII, XXIX

2. Conversation is developed through the use of the questions ItTte.end

of-the chapters in Espana: Sfntesis.de su
.

3. Topics are also provided at Chapters' end fc r writing compositions.

These can be used for conversation also.
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Spanish and Mecan Art

Suggestions for Evaluat

1. Ask oral or written questions or request an oral or written summary
after students listen to:

a. taped conversation
b. taped reading or lecture
c. class discussion
d. lecture or paragraph read by teacher
e. lecture or report of'classmate

2.- Students should ask relevant questions and make appropriate comments.

3. Students are given a:paragraph or short selection to read.- They then
answer questions about content;-structures, idioms, vocabulary, style.

4. Matching fill=in, or short answer tests

5. Same as above

6. Mention color focus, chiarroscuro, texture

7. Prehistory - life and materials
Greeks -'religion, mathematics, love of beauty

--Romans - government (utilitarian) religion, social classes
Middle ages - religion, feudalisms, invasions
Renaissance - Roman.Ey Greek government, learning
Pre7Impressiohism - government, religion
20th Century - transportation industrialization

Artist_ Work
Greco "El Entierro de Conde de Orgaz"- Renaissance
Velazquez "Las Meninas" - Renaissance

. Goya "La Maja Vestida"- Pre-impressionism
Picasso "Guernica" - 20th century
Rivera murals - 20th century
Orozco murals - 20th century

Show pictures and have student identify periods.
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Course Number 374490

Description of Course:

Spanish :Departure

Personality in the Hispanic World

A study of the humor, passions in love, death, and ownership

which are common in Spanishspeaking people.

Administrative Requirements:

1) A ma drum of 20 students

2) A tape recorder in the classroom

3) access to-a record plaftr, film and' filmstrip projec

language lab and other audio-visual aids

4) sufficient' number of texts

5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed

Intermediate Spanish F: A Visit t© Spain

or

any student who demonstrates adequate performance of oral and written

skills as stated in the.objectives of Intermediate Spanish F A_Visit

to Spain.
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ality in the Hispanic World

Ob'e tives of%Course_

The ttudent.is able:

1) tofollow conversation, class dis-
CUSSiOn, or short lecture in: Spanish

.to contribute to class discurs

to read Spanish easily

n

fbr comprehension

to write in and out of class
summary or report with access

materials

itten

needed

to give a, short, planned talk in Spanish

on .a chosen topic

to discuss the types of humor used in

Hispanic writings

to compare Hispanic humor -wj American

humor

Su ested Content

From Basic Text:

Calera Hi ni a - McGraw - Hill

'Selections: Humor - Cuadro 1
Pride - Cuadro 12

Cuadro 3 - only "El Alcar no se
Love - Cuadro 6

Cuadro 11
-:Cuadro9-"Tres Besos"

Death e Cuadro 15
Cuadro 14 "Una Esperanza"

B). to discuss the pride of Spansh-speaking.

people

to describe the passion which the
nish-speak_Lng person has for love

TO discuss the Spanish-speaking person's
view 'of death
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Personality in the Hispanic World

,Lggested Res es 1 J-5Laia,

Resources:
Teacher.'s copy of Calera Hi s tiica

rapes for Galeria Hisognica

Blank tapes to record student performances

3 - 5 Spanish- English dictionaries
Generation of '98 Pitt and Noziak is used to supplement 1,u

and to supprement. Love'- Carmen Laforet' arlort stories.

Santa Biblia for rites of death

Methods, Activities
1. Read teacher's guide for treatment of ea; i'_rtion or the

The estructum is listed in contents and reaffirmed at. back of book.

These drills may be used at the discretion of ,he teache?..

Ejercicios creativos provide excellent topics for-class discussions.

Conversations bas6d .upon stories can t,,7 planned by 3 or 4 students.

(Teacher should refer to Lper Hablar fscaihir for,conversation pat-

terns.)
Students enjoy acting out the following stories: '1' Tres Cuervos "

"El Alcazar fro se rindei" "El Sombrero de Tres.Picos," and "Trneito."

Skits can be:presenVed updating some of the stories.
.

Tapes are useful for pronunciation and-intonation or for aural compre-

hension test

8. Concentrated pronunciation practi,e is provided by listening to one

paragraph on tape and attempting to mimic elision and-intonation.
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-s nality in the Hispanic World

Suggestions for Evaluation.

Ask oral or written questions or r nest an oral or written su. ry after

students listen to:

a. taped conversation

b. taped reading or lecture

c. class discussion

d. lecture or paragraph read by teacher

e.- lecture or report of classrate

Stddents should ask relevant questions and ma-e appropriate con ments

tudents are given a paragraph or short selection to read. They then

answer ves.tionS about:
a. content-

b. structures

c. idioms

d. vocabulary

e. style

Given text and Spanish - English dictionary write on relevant topic. (Ejereicios

Creativos has good suggestions) These are graded on use of vocabulary .and

ructures and on expreSSionof ideas:
fer to Hispania, March 1968, p.

5. Give planned talk which is graded on adequate use of structure, control

of vocabulary, and reasonable. flUency,

tionirony exaggeration

ide ate st-cries A;ne.7- it.7rature which e irony and exaggeration.

10. Mention Catholic rites and beliefs.
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Spanish Depai ment

People and Professions of.

Course Number 374510 the,Spanish-Speaking World

Description of Course:

A discussion of,the types Of *pie who compose the Spanish-

speaking world, A concentration on those professions. which are 'common.

Administrative Requirements:

1), A maximum of 20 students.

2) A tape recorder in the claSsroom

3) Access to a record player, film and filmstrip projector

and other audio-visUal aids

4) Sufficient number of texts'

5) Appropriate recorded tapes for the teacher

Course recommended for any student who has successfully completed

Intermediate S anish F: A Visit to S in

or

any student who demonstrates adequate performance oforal and written

skills as stated in the objectives of diakA.,ap_ilistIF:AVisitintern

to Spain.
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People and Professions the Spanish - Speaking World

Ob'ectives_ of Course-

The studen able:

1) to follow conversation, class dis-
cussion, or short lectures in Spanish

to contribute to class discussion

Suggested Content

From Basic Text:

Galer!a His-Thica, McGraw - Hill

Use the following:

Professions 4

Cuadro 2

Cuadro 9 "En el Tondo del cane...
to read Spanish easily for comprehension'

Indian
to prepare in and out of class a written Cuadro 7

summary or report in Spanish with access Cuadro 14 "rancho Villa"
to needed materials

to give a short, planed talk on a
chosen topic in.Spanish

to describe the following as found in
theSpanish-speaking 'world: Matador,
rastreador, payador, conquistador; in-
die

to list reasons for the-existence of

(rastreador, payador, matador, los po
res)

to desc ibeAnfluence of Indians on the
culture of South America

to discuss the influence of the Mili-
tary on the life in Spanish-speaking
countries

'10 to list certain superstitions of
Spanishspeaking pe-ople

11) to describe influences of superstitions
on life
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People and Professions he Spanish - Speaking Nor

ted ResourceMaterials- Media' Methods_Activties

Resources:
Tapes for Galeria Ris,anica,.
Teacher's editiOn of Galeria HiI4nica
Tape,of "Death of Manolete"
Record Music of the Bullring
Realia of Corrida
Iberoam6rica - Scribner
Imaginaci6nv FantasTa
Song i "La Cuca .racha"
The movies "Viva Zapata" and "Memories of Pancho Vella" appear dr1 tele-

`vision or can be rented to show in class.
Pan American Union, Washington D. C. 2006 - Publishes pamphlets on the heroes.
Maps of Mexico,/ Central and South America

Method's, Activities
1, Read teacher's guide for treatment of each portion of theCuadro.

2. The estructura is listed in contents and reaffirmed at back of book.

These drills may be used at the discretion of the teacher.

3. Ejercicios creativos, provide excellent topics.fOr.class diecUssions.

4. Conversations -based upon stories can be planned by 3 or ,4 students.
(Teacher should refer to Leer, Hablar y Escribir for. conversation

patterns,)
A study can be made of the revolutions in Mexico and South America.

Students enjoy acting out the following stories: "Los Tres Cuervos,"

"El Alcazar no se rinde," "El Sombrero .de Tres Picos,: and-"Tr6nSito.-"

6. Skits .can be presented up-dating some of the stories.

7. Tapes are useful for pronunciation and intonation or for aural compre-=

hension tests.
Concentrated pronunciation practice is provided by listening to one

paragraph-on tape and attempting to mimic elision,and-intonation:
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and Prof-eorIe Pions o the Spanish-Speaking World,

suggestions for Evaluation

A2k oral or written questions or request an oral or written summary after
sL!Adents listen to

a. taped conversation-
b. taped reading or lecture

lass discussion
j,- 1o7ture or paragraph read by teacher

. lecture or report of classmate

should ask relevant'questions and maked apprpriate comments.

!7tudents are given a paragraph or short selection to read. They then

answer questions about:
a. content P

b. structures
c. idioms
d. vocabulary
e. style

4. Given text and Spanish-English dictionary wrote on relevant topic. (Eiercicios

Creativos has good suggestions) These are graded on use of vocabulary and

structure and on expression of ideas:
Refer to wnic, March 1968, p. 126

Give planned talk which is graded on adequate use of structure, control
of vo;7,abulary, and reasonable fluency.

Mat-hing or short answers

1:ention economy and geography of country, communication

Mention economy, an-_.estry

9.

1J. Mention beliefs such as: existences of devil in a person, witches,

numbers, birds
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APPENDIX



AATSP

ACTFL

FLAG

MALTA

Professional Organizations for

Foreign Language Teachers

American Association for Teachers of Spanish

and Portuguese (National and State);

quarterly publication; Hispania

American Council on the Teachin of Foreign Languages;

qt terly publication: Foreign Language Annals

Foreign Language Association of Georgia

A tropolitan Atlanta Language Teachers! Association

MLA -- Modern Language ssociatio

monthly publication:, MLA

SAMBA South Atlanta

publication:
ti

Modern Language Association

AM1A Journal

State Aids

for Foreign Language Teachers

State Publication Foreign Language Beacon, published

by Georgia State University

State Foreign.

Language Consultants Miss King Trousdale

Mrs. Caro H. Feagin

State Department of Education

State Offices

156 Trinity Avenue

Atlanta, Georgia 30334

(Phone: 656-2577)

State FLES

Spanish Series

ii

"Viva Nuestra Amistad"

Contacts: Sra Yvonne Wright
Mrs. Joyce Goldberg
ETV Production Center

1540 Stewart Avenue

Atlanta, Georgia Phone: 758-8701



LETTER SUPPLIES A L I `AGROU ND

Foreign language departments ilizing audio tirwual materials and methodol

ogy can avoid nawli confusion and illadvisod criticism by !:ending an introductory

letter to parents firNtyear pupils during the opening wooks cif school

Offer is a stipple of the typo of Letter, which u bo sent home with

the student. It may be modified as desireddt s.ired.

School

Date

Language) Department

Dear Parent:

We arc delighted to welcome your youngster to the study 'of one of the most

exciting courses in our curriculum. The foreign language program at

High School is much improved over what you and I were able' to study back when we

were in school. We road, conjugated, and: translated. Your youngster= will have

the opportunity to accomplish much more than that.

Today's language) progrmu is made to meet today's nweds.

High School is proud to be among those forward looking schools in

Georgia which have changed to the new staterecommended foreign language curric

ulum. We have ,adopted audiolingual materials and teaching techniques. Our

objectives are to develop those language skills in this order: understanding)

speaking; reading and writing.

During the first we shall spend well, over half of our class tame. de

veloping the first two skills. The purpose is to establish: the now. sound system.

Our students must learn to pronounce the words and phrases in the second language,

not to say them with English sounds. To accomplish this goal, much practice with

careful listening and repetition will be necessary. Encourage yourIoungsiterto

give his full attention and effort to this drill work because outside of class he

Alanguago),
probably will no ave. much opportunity to hear good

Your youngster will actually come home speaking (language). He

should. be .able to greet you and male. a few, comments in wellpronounced

(language) even during the first week. However, don't ask him "What's the word

for fork?" or "How- do you say 'I like steak". He, can't say what we have not

studied; he can't pull (language) out of the air. He can't learn

everything at once, and would become frustrated if he could not say what you ,

Wanted. Do ict.hiil use the phrases he has learned. Be enthusiastic and inter

ested. This practice speaking at home can help solidify the learning

For the first several weeks we shall not give homework from the text. We do

not want the students to see
(language) until the new sound system

is set. If they try to read too early', it would sound like -("Speng

lish" or Frengiish; _.),Thus homewo'k during this period will take other forms.
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LETTER SUPPLIES- AL BACKGROUND (Continued)

After about a- month your youngster should indeed bring his

(language) book home each night. He will need to practice saying aloud his
assignment; also he will -.cad the material and learn to write it. He should
spend at least 30 minutes on his lesson each night: a 15minute period in the
afternoon or early evening and another 15minute period later or in the morninr-
before school. Mastering a foreign language takes daily study.

In class the students will be graded on their oral work everyday and will
have numerous short qui:ze plus regular unit tests . Thus home study will make
a big difference. It is essential to keep up. If one gets behind, he must then
work twice as hard to catch up. Absences will hurt. The student will have to
double his efforts, practice after school in the electronic classroom, and check
with the teacher on any difficulties.

he ,ay, our --lectronie.elassroom is a great asset in the study of
(language). Your youngster can hear native speakers on the audio

tapes and use them for a model. Thus the chances arc that
be a course in success.

We hope that your youngster will enjoy our program and will continue his
Study throughout high school. Four years of (language) will be
necessary to develop proficiency in the language.-, is certainly better to have
four years of only one modern language than two years each of two different madern
languages. We spent quite a number of years learning English; real bilingualism

will tAc time.- However, your youngstertS knowledge of a foreign language will

open up to him many, vocational opportunities, as well as an understan,:ing of

people of another culture. Letts make this a fine beginning.

Teacher's Signature

Principalls Signature

Return _his signed to the teacher, plea

have read your letter, and understand the aims, and shall encourage

(name of student) -toprepare his assignments each day.

Further comments:

Parent Signature



List c 5 and Materials

I. Books

A. Entender Y Habla 1961, 1

Holt, Rinehart and Winston

L. Learning Spa,1311111fModern (1963,

McGraw-Hill Company,Inc.

C. ALM Level One (Level Two)
Harcourt, Brace and World

B. La Familia Ferngndez
Encyclopaedia Britanica (Film and Text)

All the films will enrich the Holt dialogs at various

points. Narrations suppl-t good reading for beginners.

E. -ELpaN1 al Dia Book I

D. C. Heath Co.
A good reference book for cultural materials (in English)

and pictures.

F. Primera Vista,

Allyn and Bacon
Traditional i.e. but contains cultural articles in

SOanish.

Workbook in Spanish, Nass , Robert J. (1st year)

Armco School Publications
315-Hudson Street .

New York, N. Y. 10013
A help to teachers - Cultural outlines will suggest
assignments that the students may do in the early

stages.

Modern Banish, A Project of the Modern Language Association

Harcourt, Brace and World (1960, 19 )

A Very good source book for teachers.

Successful Devices in Teaching Spanish, by Charles F. Kirk, Phd.

J. Weston Walchl Publisher
Portland, Maine 04104

Handbook of Foreign Language Occupations $1.75)

Regents Publishing Co.
200 Park Ave. South
New York, N. Y 10003



. Oral Drills in nish.

Houghton-Mifflin

and Haden

Iberia. James `:ichener

Excellent excerp Sat rday Evening post, 19t

Santa Biblia

CoW-erg212.1212E11.21-' Hobert Edward Clewitt

McC,-aw-Hill Book Company

ForciLanguagem Learning . Robert L. Politzer

Inc.Prentice-Hall, Englewood Clifts, N.

The Sounds of En lish ancLsh. Robert F. Stock 11,

J. Donald Bowen
The University of Chicago Press

II. Magazine,s_and Newspapers

A. - . weekly

B. Holiday

C. National C eographic

Newsweek

Pu ication (in school libra

Blanco Y Negro (Excellent) Pr nsa Espaola, S.A.

Serrano 61, Madrid, '1',7.50 year

Time

G. El Sol

H. Scholastic lications

I. due Tal? (Elementary)

J. &pana oemanal - Spanish Embassy ashingto:', D

K. Life (in Spanish)

L. Selecciones (Reader's Digest)

H. Hablemos 551 Fish Ave,, New York, N.Y. 10017

N. 'Comic Books - Dr, V. C. Hammonds, 211 S. Main McAllen, Texas

O. Mode Language Association - 6 Washington Square North, New York



Hispania (for Teachers) - AATSP Publicati

Foreign _LanguaArinals

MLA Selective List of Materials - Washington

La Luz - National Textbook Corporation, 47a W. Touhy Ave.

Lincolnwood, 111. 60646

T. Fore - (teachers and _students

200 Park Ave., Goth
New York, N. Y. 10003

Itinto Lin,2

Pamphlets

A. A Career in Foreign Lan ua e Teachin
Gu desheet for high school and college students
interested in teaching foreign languages in

elementary and secondary schools - available from:

Department of Foreign Languages, NEA
1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W.

WashingtOn, D. C. 20036

,Forei n Lan ua es and Your Career (0- 799 -208)

Mores career 'possibilities with foreign language.
This and related pamphlets available from the
Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.G. 20402,

or regional office Bureau of Labor Statistics,
U.S. Department of Labor, 1371 Peachtree St., N.E.

Atlanta, Ga. 30309

Publicatd-ns about the American Republics - available from:

Pan American Union,
Washington, IL C. 20006

Realia

A. Gesslerfs Publishing Co.

131 East 23rd St.
New York, N. Y. 10010

B. Illustrated Aids

P. 0..Box 16534
:Portland, Oregon 97216

Pan American Union - Sales and PromotiOn Division

,Washington, D. C. 20006

Spanish Tourist Office

Miami, Florida

vii



E. (Pen Pals) See Hi.soania, El Camiono Real, Portland, Maine C410,,
.

J. Weston Walch, Publisher

Some recent books on Foreign JAnguages in the Professional Libra:gy, Atiana.

Public Schools, Instructional Services Center. 2'10 Forrest Hill Dr:

Atlanta teachers may request books by telephone (761-5411. ext. 1) to
be sent and returned by school mail.

Secondary Foreign Lar4guae Teachers:

407.1173 American Council on Education Resources for Lanruage and
Area Studies.

407 Brooks. Lauua7eandLageLearnin--second edition

- 407 Childers. Foreign Lan uage Te hni ues.

407 College Entrance Examination Board, Colloquiem on Curricular
Change. Curricular Changes in the Foreign n.ua e

407 Grebanier. Audio Linual _Tehnigues for Foregn
Zeaching.

372.65 Indiana Bulletin, Forei7n Lan-ua.-e in the Elernenta
School.

372.65 NEA. Modern Foreign Lan aFes and the Academically Talented.

407

460.7

I

New York Modern Languages and Latin Grades 8 - 11.-

New York City Foreign Language Revision Program for
Secondary Schools

French (1,14)

French Level III

French Level IV

Spanis. (I, TT)

Spanish Level_q;

Spanish Level IV

407 Parker. The National Interest and Foreign Languages.
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Rack issdes of pericnicalq te 'heeked
will also be sentomatically on request.
Fnre4,7n. LaaL7e AnnaTs Fror. rch.

French aeview
His

Languve Arts
nguw:-,e Learnini-

1,:odern Incuae JoFnJ

Eareh.

Eay,

407 ',;ouhern Lancape Conference Chalai7n-,E

filmens1=:

'777

Childer-. iah-tace :e

chinc Zdarish

Cameridc:e iniiversity Press. The TeachirJ- of classic:.

aockwell. Thfl Gra=al_lcal Stmetres of EmIrlish and
Spanish.

Teachero:

La:wuare.

Erikson. Forest and :ulhauser.
Elementary School.

Enlish as a Foreirn

Eh

rre -n

as a 7oreim

in the

1771.kel and Fillet. French 1- Elementary School.

Finocchiaro. Teaching Chlrldren'Forein Lanqua.:es.

Harter and Allen. A Firs
in Elementary Schools.

anish Handbook for Teacher

Hamer and Allen. A .Sec

in Elementary 'Schools.

ilsh Handtoo for Teachers

372.'65 Indiana Bulletin. FOreign Lanuae :in the Elementary
School.

377.65 Kesee. Modern Foreicn Languages.jn the Elementa

372.65 New York City Board. of Education. French in the Elementary
Schools Spanish iii the Elementary,Schopls_

372.65, Indiana Dept. of Public Instruction. Foreign language
in Elemehtaty Schools.

fix



Testing And Use atory:

L07.2 Hocking.

407 Stack.

Teaching.

age -orator iesa- r1Eua ge Learning.

ua7e L orator and Nodern Lanoua--e_

407 Lado. 'iare Testi

ents and 'ounselors:

407 Huebener.

407 Hughes. Learning a New I_

J hnnv o u ld Learn Foreign age.

J 4g Office of ducation. i,odern Foreign Languages and
Youur Child, _#

Remer. A Handbook for Guiding Student in Mode Foreign
TALIF21E2R.



NOVELS AND SHORT STfll,,TF.

FOR SUPPLEMENTARY READTNC ID :-TAN-1T.

Rating number indica::es level of.difficnlity IT.ost

Author and Editor Ratine

Number

dric,

Neville 2 El 'aile. Comedia En Tres Act.)s,
,.ea..., ...:

Neville i
... DC5 1,ras 5e1 Humorista F Tar,

1
,

:rvden. .,.-)

,

-2 Marta,Y Maria, Odyssey, 161
2 Naroelino Pan Y Vino, Oxford, 1(,1

2 1/2 tin Prone Para Cris tv- Dodd-Mead

'60

Rojas 2 1/2 La Cuidad de los_Ceeares, ACC, '51

Villa Prenadez -2 1/2, Respectable Publico!, Holt, 15.1

Salas 2 1/2 Sal Y Pinienta: Cuentos Co-las,
Hefranes, Dryden, 157

Buero Vallejo 3 En la Ardiente Osouridad
,

.

Licribners, Y54

Buerd Vallejo 3 Historla deUna_Escalera,
Scribners, 155 .

.

Casona La. Barra Sin Pescador, Oxford,155

Casona 3 rna de Amor Y Muerte,Oxford,160

Casona 3 La ama Del AlbaL Scribners, 'Ii?

Garcia 3 La Zs ate-odi Tiosa, Norton, '52
-Lopez Luna 3 El,Guacho:Smith, Heath, '52

Ldpez Rubio 3 La .0tra Orilla, ACC, 158

Martinez Sierra 3 SuelPfo de Una Noche .de Aaos o.

Palacio Valdes
Sanchez - Silva
Lopez Rubio

Mina

Mocok Bouquet.
Hale Roxlo
Usigli
Usigli
Clarin
Sacks

3

3

3

3

3

3

Osborne 3

Maurine and Fubilla
.

Lamb 3.

Rogers
3

Rodriquez

Schade

Casona
Go ortida-San os

Norton, 152
Aventuras en Centro America,
Houghton, '51
Eigoberto, Heath, '54
La Cola De La Sirena, ACC, 157
Corona de Sombra, ACC, '61
FlGesticulador,'ACC,,163
Cuentos de Clarin, Houghton,
Cuentos de Hoy- De Ayer,
Ronald, '56
Cuentos Del Mundo Hi--nicb,
American, 157

Cuentos Hiss-no Americanos de
Ayery :De Hôr, Scribners 156
Cuentos Misteriosos, Ronald', -'63

fl2ELLELILae Cuentos Es noles,

Macmillan
The Spirit 'eh-America,-

,ACC, '57
Trece Rela! Hiuni22a,
Odyssey, '59

3 1/2, Los Arboles Mueren De Pie Bolt,'53

3 1/2 LTuvia Ro'a, ACC, '49



Alarcon

Anderaon-Imbert
Calvo-Sotelo
Casona
Dauster

Denevi
Esquenazi Mayo

Fernadez de Lizardi
Goytortila- Santos

Laforet
Mihura
Ruiz Iriarte
Sabato
Unamuno
Usigli

Edberg

Batchelor

Vasquez

Brent
Tatum

Brady

Rojas

Ande son-Imbert°

Castillo, Leal and Barr

Yates and Dalbor

Cardona

Irving

Leeber
Grismer

Ashburn.

Durdnand Alvarez

Fernandez;-Floe

Gdlvez

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

-4

4

4

4

4

4

'4

4

4

4

4

4'

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4 1/2

xis.

El ' ombrero De Tres Picas,

Holt, '60
Fuga, Mecirdllan,

La Muralla, ACC, '62
Nuestra Natacha, ACC, '47
Teatro Hispanoamericano Tres

Pietas, Harcourt, '65
Rosaura A Las Diez, Scrit:ners

Memorial De Un Estudiante
Soldado,V.M4
El Periquillo Sariento, ACC,
PensatiVa
NADA. Oxford, '58
Carlota, Odyssey, 163
JuegoDe Ninos, Prentice-Hall.'
El Tunel Macmillan, '65
Dos Novelas Cortes, Ginn, 61,

El Nino Y La Niebla
Cuandro_ Guate maltecos,

'Macmillan, '65
Cuentos De_Aga_7( De Alla,

Houghton, '53
Cuentos De La America Espagola,
McKay, '52
Cuentos Es artioles, Holt, '50
Cuentos Recientes De E
Scribners, '60'
Cuentos Y Comedia- aKE2ga,
-Houghton, '52
De Cele ACastillo - Navarro,

Prentiee-Hall, '65
Los Duendes Deterministas
Otros Cuentos, Prentice-Hell, '65
Graded Spanish Readers, Alternates
VI-X, Heath, '61
ImminaciA YEan1.2. Cuentos
de Las Americas, Holt, '60:
Novelistas Esba'ribles Be_-Hoy,

Norton, '59
Piasa es Del Sur, Ronald, 1-54
Perfiles Literarios Holt, '63
Persona'es Del MundpHispanico,
Ronald, '61
Selected nish Short Stories

h Centuries

Crowell, '57-
VocesEapaliblas de Hoy,

Harcourt, '65
Yo Y El Ladrdn Y Ot os Cuentos,

Oxford, '57
Lae Dos:_Vidas Del Pobre Na aeon,
Scribners



L

Martinez Azaria

Sender

Alpern

BlascoIbanez
Ce1a

Garcia

Sender

Sender

Vasconcelos

Denevi

Shoemaker

Turk

Marqucrie

Algeria

Azorin

Azucla

Beltran Nunez

Buero Vallejo

Delibes

Gallegos
Loveira y Chirino

Perez Gaido's

Arratia

Alegria

AndersonImbert

:a

4 1/2 La FOr'a Do Los Suonos,

Houghton, 163

4 1/2 Cron:lea Doi. A6a, ACC, '46

Teatro Hi.spi 110ZUll I*

OdySSoy, ' 50

. Sanchez: Los doreehos de la

salud

Divorcio

Alsina: La marca dcl

Mooch: La sovpicntc

5 La IFrraca, Holt, '60

La Familia Do Pascual

ACC, 101

Marlanayienda, Heath, '60
ubileo En Zocalo, ACC)

'64

Mosen Milian, Heath, '64

Ulises Criollo Heath,

Coremonia Secreta Y Otros

Cuentos, Macmillan, '65,

Cuentos De La Joven Generacien

5

5
5

5

5
5

5

nupoiaL

fuego

ua -te,

Holt, '59
Cuentos Y Comedias De America,

Houghton, '50

NovelasPara Leer En Uri Viaj,

S_-i6ner, 163

6 El Mundo Es Ancho,Y A'ono,

ACC, '45

6 Dos Comedias De Azorin

Comedia del arte

q112jlin
6 Los Do Ab.o, ACC,-'65

6 Raiz India, Odyssey, '61

6 Las Mcninas Scribners',

6 El Camino,-Holt, I&O

6

6
6

6

6

Doha Barbara, ACC, '42

Generales YDoctores,.0xford,
o Manso, Oxford, 163

os His ianoajnericanos

Oxford, '58
Novelistas Contem oraneos
Hispanoamericanos, Heath, '64
Veinte Cuentos Es anoles Del Silo

El And

Die: _C

)(X, ACC, '61

6



Foreign 4name Films

Refer to State and City catalogs, Foreign Language and Geography Sections

1. "Why Study Foreign Languages,_" by Frank .Grittner

Slides and tape, available in Atlanta Audiovisual Department

Cuba and the Carribean P-9729
53 frame filmstrip

The Big Three' of Latin AMerica P-980

56 frame Filmstrip (Argentina, Brazil, Chile)

Now Currents-for Latin America P-980.0
50 frame filmstrip: (politics)

LA Ncishbors

South America 918.
20 min. sound color '62

Brazil 918.1B
20 m* sound color '61

Argentina 918.2
16 min.. sound color '61

Chile 9183CC
15 min. sound color '61

Peru 918.5
17 min. sound color 161

10. Colombia 918.6

18 min. sound color '61

11. VeneZubla 918.7
16 min. sound Color '61

12. Bolivia - Land in the Sky P-918.4B
A frame filmstrip. - color '57

The Amazon - Life along the river in Peru 918.5A

17 min. sound color '61

14. Life in Peru P-918.51,

37 frame color filmstrip 157



.-16. Peru - Land of the Incas P-918.5PL
39 frame color strip '57

-17. Colombia - Peoples and.Occupations P-918 61CP'
35 frame color '57 (econ.)

18. Colombia - Gateway to S. Am. P-019.61CG
34 frame color '57 (geog.-)

19. Cities of Colombia P.918.61C
38 frame color '57 (hist.)

20.. Ecuador - Land of the equator P.918. 6EL-,
37 frame color '57

Venezuela - Land of Progress P9.18.7L
37 frame color '57 (geog.)

22. Venezuela - Cradle of Liberty P.918.7C
33 frame color 157 (econ.)

23. Spain: 'Introductory Kit K- 914.6

79 frame color strip, record, study guide' '60

2L. Throw that Bull 467.972
9 min. sound bullfighting 153 TT

The Spanish-Speaking World 460.S
11 sound (hist. 141

26.' Spanish: Introducing the Language 460.4224
.11 sound 162

XV



g2g1114Iyliesources

Madrid 1800 Broadview 'Plaza (store realia)

. El Mexicana - Peachtree Street (restaurant)

El'Palacio de Mexico - Ponce de Leon Ave. (restaurant)

Rinconcito Latino- Piedmont (store - Comestibles).

.5. World Bazaar Lenox Square ( ore

6. Roxy's Delicatessen

7. Immaculate Conception Church Spanish Services

8. First Baptist Church Spanish services

9. Six Flags - Spanish restaurant

10. Artimes 6th Street (store - comestibles


